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Abstract of the Thesis

Fundamental Characteristics of Semiconductor
Nanowires for Intersubband Optoelectronics

by

Benjamin Adams Burnett

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

University of California, Los Angeles, 2012

Professor Benjamin Williams, Chair

Room-temperature operation is often considered the holy grail of terahertz quan-

tum cascade laser research, as it has proven quite di�cult due to the destruction

of population inversion by LO-phonon scattering between radiative subbands.

One approach to higher temperature operation is by employing the “phonon bot-

tleneck” e↵ect, where lateral confinement is introduced to such a degree that

LO-phonon scattering is rendered ine↵ective between radiative subbands due to

the narrow LO linewidth. This work presents preliminary modeling work on the

use of semiconductor nanowire axial heterostructures for this purpose, including

calculations of bandstructure, optical transition rates, electromagnetic properties,

and scattering rates. Additional experimental work supports the electromagnetic

model. Final calculations suggest that semiconductor nanowires are indeed a

worthy approach towards high-temperature operation in quantum cascade lasers

and other intraband devices.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Ampere’s Law, separated into source and field components, states:

~r⇥ ~H = ~J +
@ ~P

@t
+ ✏0

@ ~E

@t
(1.1)

The first two terms on the right side of Equation 1.1 are the only radiating

sources in Maxwell’s Equations. Any generation of electromagnetic radiation

must arise from either ~J , conduction current, or @ ~P/@t, displacement current.

With a few exceptions, electronic sources utilize conduction current in a cir-

cuit for the generation of microwaves and radio waves, while photonic sources

utilize displacement current from quantum transitions for the generation of in-

frared, optical, and higher frequency radiation. This draws a natural delineation

between electronics and photonics, where unfortunately the hearts of the two do

not overlap in frequency. Transit times and increased capacitances impose an up-

per frequency limit on electronics, while naturally-occuring bandgaps impose the

lower limit on photonics. The frequency range in between, at roughly 300GHz to

10THz, is referred to using the loosely-defined and overlapping terms of submil-

limeter, far-infrared, and terahertz. In this thesis I choose the latter in reference

to the entire range.

Although di�cult to generate, terahertz radiation is useful in a wide variety of

applications. Molecules often have rotational or vibrational resonances yielding
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terahertz signatures, and so terahertz spectroscopy can enable the identification

or sensing of many chemicals, dusts, and gases [1, 2, 3]. Terahertz radiation is also

useful in biological imaging, in particular for hydration sensing applications [4, 5],

and in astronomy where blackbody radiation from extremely cold interstellar dust

is peaked in the terahertz [6]. It is estimated that terahertz radiation makes up

98% of the photons in the universe, and one half of the total luminosity [7].

Several approaches to the generation of coherent terahertz radiation have been

demonstrated. From the electronics side, there are sources that upconvert from

the microwave via device nonlinearities, such as Schottky diode multiplier chains

[8] and Gunn oscillators [9], but these experience a large high-frequency rollo↵ as

explained earlier for electronic sources, and so have thus far demonstrated output

powers far below the milliwatt level for frequencies above 1 THz. The electronic

sources are, however, often used below 1 THz where they can provide mW or

more of power.

For frequencies above 1 THz, there are sources that utilize downconversion

via nonlinear optical processes to generate a small amount of terahertz radiation.

Downconversion typically occurs from the near-infrared or visible, and has been

demonstrated to achieve very high peak powers (70W at 1.53 THz and tunable

from 0.18-5.27 THz) in pulsed operation, although average powers are only at

the microwatt level [10]. It is also possible to use a photoconductive antenna

for downconversion, where the beat frequency between two near-IR or visible

sources can modulate the free carrier density of the biased antenna at terahertz

frequencies. Like electronic sources, however, these are still limited by transit

times and capacitances and so have yet to go far above the microwatt level for

frequencies greater than 1 THz [11].

In addition to upconversion and downconversion, there are also existing meth-
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ods for direction generation of terahertz radiation. Free-electron lasers, gas lasers,

and tube sources fall into this category, but their applications are typically limited

by extreme size, complexity, and cost [12].

To date, the most successful compact source of terahertz radiation has been

the Quantum Cascade Laser (QCL), which was first developed for the mid-

infrared in 1994 [13] and then demonstrated in the terahertz in 2001 [14]. A QCL

operates via stimulated emission between subbands engineered into a quantum-

well heterostructure, and pumping occurs electrically via transport through the

structure. Hundreds of modules can be stacked on top of one another, so that

a single electron cascading through the entire structure can in principle produce

hundreds of photons. Terahertz QCLs have reached a maximum operating tem-

perature of 199.5K at 3.22 THz [15], and record output powers are currently

in the hundreds of milliwatts [16]. The relative success of the QCL has drawn

much attention, and so the past decade has seen an explosion of work address-

ing its shortcomings. In this thesis, I explore the relatively uncharted idea of

utilizing three-dimensional confinement in semiconductor nanowires to improve

temperature performance in QCLs and other intersubband devices.

1.1 Quantum Well Heterostructures

One of the central achievements in bandstructure engineering is the quantum well.

Modern semiconductor growth techniques have allowed for varying layers to be

placed on top of one another, with thicknesses controlled down to the precision

of a single layer of atoms. Alternating the material produces spatial conduction

band o↵sets because of the varying conduction band minima with respect to

the vacuum level. In this manner, the material of higher electron a�nity (lower

conduction band) becomes the “well”, while the material of lower electron a�nity
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(higher conduction band) is named the “barrier”. If layers are made small enough,

the conduction band can be greatly altered. Extremely narrow wells on the order

of nm can split the conduction band into subbands, between which intraband

optical and other transitions can occur. Since the level of confinement is chosen

by the physical design, such a structure allows for engineered excitations below

naturally occuring bandgap energies, reaching the mid-infrared and terahertz.

These excitations are the operating mechanism in intersubband devices.

1.1.1 Subband Theory

Bandstructure in a quantum well heterostructure is typically treated under the

e↵ective mass approximation in order to yield simple and intuitive results. More

rigorous tight-binding calculations have verified that e↵ective-mass treatment is

in fact an excellent approximation, even when considering layers as thin as two

atoms [17].

The actual wavefunction for an electron is given by:

 (~r) = F (~r)Un,0(~r) (1.2)

where Un,0(~r) is the Bloch function at the band minimum. F (~r) is the envelope

function, which is treated as the actual wavefunction, but governed by an e↵ective

mass which is the remnant of the fact that the total wavefunction is actually that

given in Equation 1.2.

Following the treatment set forth in [12], we arrive at the Schroedinger equa-

tion for the subband minima En and confined z-envelope functions  n(z):


�~2

2

d

dz

1

m⇤(z)

d

dz
+ Ec(z)

�
 n(z) = En n(z) (1.3)
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Ec(z) is the conduction band profile introduced by the heterostructure. Pop-

ulation of the states  n(z) introduces a space charge which alters the conduction

band profile Ec(z). This e↵ect is not always significant, but to account for it

Equation 1.3 can be used in conjunction with Poisson’s Equation,

d

dz


✏(z)

d

dz
�(z)

�
= �⇢(z) (1.4)

where ⇢(z) is the charge density given by the doping profile and the allowed

states  n(z) and their populations, and the solution �(z) is the additional po-

tential introduced by space charge. Since �(z) alters the total Hamiltonian in

Equation 1.3, the Schroedinger and Poisson Equations must be solved iteratively

until a satisfactory convergence is reached.

The total energies are then:

En(~kk) = En +
~2k2

k

2m⇤ (1.5)

with envelope functions given by:

F (~r) =
1p
Sk

ei
~kk· ~rk n(z) (1.6)

where ~kk is the in-plane electron wavevector, n is the subband index, and Sk

is the normalization area. Here we see that electrons have bound z-energies, but

behave as free electrons in the in-plane direction. Equation 1.5 does not take into

account any coupling between the z and in-plane directions, as the total energy

is the sum of the two independent energies. The spatially-varying e↵ective mass

does in fact introduce a small amount of coupling between the two energies, but

this can be shown to be negligible.
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Optical transitions between subbands can be evaluated using Fermi’s Golden

Rule:

Wi!f =
2⇡

~ |hf, n~q,�|H 0|i,m~q,�i|2�(Ef ( ~kf )� Ei(~ki)± ~!~q) (1.7)

The state |i,m~q,�i is the initial electronic state accompanied by m photons

in the cavity having some wavevector ~q and polarization �, while |f, n~q,�i is the

corresponding final state. Applying the optical interaction Hamiltonian in terms

of the Lorentz-gauge vector potential and the raising and lowering operators a†~q,�

and a~q,�,

H 0 = � e

m⇤
~A · ~p (1.8)

~A =

s
~

2✏!~qV
ê~q,�


a~q,�e

i~q·~r + a†~q,�e
�i~q·~r

�
(1.9)

a total transition rate is given which is the sum of spontaneous emission,

stimulated emission, and absorption. The wavelengths of interest are far larger

than any structural features, and so we can use the electric dipole convention that

ei~q·~r ⇡ 1. With this assumption, application of the perturbing Hamiltonian also

yields the in-plane momentum conservation rule ( ~kk,i = ~kk,f ), and that transition

rates are independent of ~kk. This allows us to assign a single transition rate

between any two subbands without having to take into account details of in-

plane behavior.

Assuming no photons in the cavity, we are left with only spontaneous emission,

and integration over all of the photonic spatial modes and polarizations yields

the spontaneous emission rate between two states i and f as:
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W
(sp)
i!f =

e2n!3
0

3⇡✏0~c3
|zi!f |2 =

e2n!2
0

6⇡m⇤✏0c3
fi!f (1.10)

fi!f =
2m⇤(Ef � Ei)|zi!f |2

~2 (1.11)

where n is the refractive index. The dimensionless quantity fi!f is known as

the oscillator strength, the ratio of a quantum transition rate to the decay rate of

a one-dimensional classical electron oscillator having the frequency !0 = (Ef �

Ei)/~. fi!f is a useful metric in quantifying the strength of a transition. The

commutators [z, pz] = i~ and im⇤[z,H] = ~pz can be used to obtain the Thomas-

Reiche-Kuhn sum rule, which for a complete set of one-dimensional states yields:

X

f 6=i

fi!f = 1 (1.12)

Returning to Equation 1.7, consideration of an intensity at only a single pho-

ton mode yields the stimulated transition rate from narrowband excitation of

intensity I⌫ at frequency ⌫:

W
(st)
i!f =

⌘�2I⌫

8⇡h⌫n2⌧
(sp)
i!f

�(⌫) (1.13)

�(⌫) is the normalized lineshape function, which for a homogeneously broad-

ened transition is given by:

�(⌫) =
�⌫/2⇡

(⌫ � ⌫0)2 + (�⌫/2)2
(1.14)

The parameter ⌘ is a metric for the field alignment with the transition dipole.

For radiation polarized in a direction ↵ exciting a z-polarized transition it is given

by:
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⌘ =
3|↵i!f |2

|zi!f |2
(1.15)

We see that for perfectly aligned polarization, ⌘ = 3.

Theory is also in place to calculate intersubband gain, as well as nonradiative

transitions, scattering, and tunneling rates, and can be found in [12]. Nonradia-

tive scattering calculations will be addressed in Chapter 4 en route to extension

to higher dimensions.

1.1.2 Quantum Well Intersubband Photodetectors

One great achievement which arose from quantum well engineering is the quan-

tum well intersubband (or infrared) photodetector, or QWIP. QWIP operation

is based on the excitation of electrons from low-energy subbands to higher sub-

bands or unbound energies where they more readily conduct. QWIPs are well-

established detectors, especially in the mid-infrared where they can be fabricated

into Focal Plane Arrays, enabling heat-imaging cameras and other applications

[18].

One type of QWIP design is called the bound-to-bound QWIP, and an ex-

ample of its conduction band profile and operation under appropriate bias is

depicted in Figure 1.1. In such a design, the well widths and barrier heights are

chosen such that each well has two bound states, with the higher state just below

the barrier so that excited electrons are able to tunnel out and produce current.

Bound-to-bound QWIPs were the first to be demonstrated [20].

Another type of QWIP design is known as the bound-to-continuum design

[21], where the well width can be reduced from that of a bound-to-bound design

such that the first excited state is pushed into the continuum of states above the

8



Figure 1.1: Operation of a bound-to-bound QWIP [18].

barrier. As a result, transport from the excited state is more e�cient, and so a

bound-to-continuum design can operate under a lower bias, which lowers the dark

current. In addition, barriers in a bound-to-continuum design need not be so thin

as to allow tunneling from the excited state, so they can be made as thick as is

needed to prevent tunneling out of the ground state in each well. Operation and

conduction band profile of a bound-to-continuum QWIP are depicted in Figure

1.2.

An important figure of merit for any photodetector is the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR). The noise current can be shown to be proportional to the square root

of the total dark current, and so reducing dark current while maintaining signal

current is one way of improving SNR. A simple emission-and-capture model shows

the dark current to be [19]:

Jdark = eN2D

✓
1

⌧trans
+

1

⌧life

◆
(1.16)

where N2D is the two-dimensional density of carriers energetic enough to cross
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Figure 1.2: Operation of a bound-to-continuum QWIP [18].

the barriers, ⌧trans is the transit time across one period of the structure, and ⌧life

is the lifetime of the ground state in the well, which has contributions from both

tunneling to the next well and excitation out of the well. So, we see that dark

current can be reduced by increasing ⌧trans, increasing ⌧life, or decreasing N2D.

Reduction in ⌧trans is done most e↵ectively by designing a structure that requires

less bias, and is the advantage explained earlier for the bound-to-continuum de-

sign. ⌧life is typically much longer than ⌧trans, and so has little e↵ect. N2D is

given roughly by the thermal distribution of electrons, integrated over energies

above the barrier, and so increases greatly with temperature. Thermal excitation

of carriers over the barriers is the reason for poor temperature performance of

QWIPs in the terahertz, as a 1THz photon energy is equivalent to T = 48K.

Interestingly, the barrier for thermionic emission, which determines N2D, is

always the energy di↵erence between the top of the well and the ground state,

while the barrier for photoconductivity can be larger if the resonant state in the

continuum is placed at some energy above the top of the well. Therefore, the SNR
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can be optimized by placing the first excited state exactly at the top of the well

so that the dark current is minimized for the targeted absorption energy. This

type of design is called the bound-to-quasibound QWIP, and has been known to

decrease dark current by more than an order of magnitude [18].

Another way to improve the SNR in a QWIP is to increase N , the number

of wells. Suprisingly, for wells with equal absorption characteristics, N does not

have an e↵ect on the total photocurrent or the total dark current, but increasing

N does reduce the noise current level. This is because the noise stems from

generation/recombination currents in the emission and capture current for each

well, and the law of large numbers tells us that statistical variation about the

mean dark current level decreases as the square root of N . Since the true noise is

not the dark current itself, but rather the dark current noise, it is possible in this

manner to have a significant steady dark current and a reasonable SNR, although

reducing the dark current while maintaning signal current is always a viable path

for further improvement. Further discussion on optimizing SNR in QWIPs can

be found in [18, 19, 22].

1.1.3 Quantum Cascade Lasers

Quantum Cascade Lasers are often considered to be the crowning achievement

in bandstructure engineering, as they demonstrate a mature understanding of

bandstructure and scattering processes in semiconductor heterostructures, as well

as precisions in material growth. Part of QCL active-region design is the optical

transition, which is similar to QWIP design in that a specific subband energy

separation is targeted and well widths are adjusted to match. However, to reach

lasing threshold the fundamental requirement of population inversion must be

satisfied, and so one must find a way to quickly populate the upper radiative
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state while quickly depopulating the lower radiative state. Assisting subbands are

engineered into the structure to achieve this, where e�cient transport between

them is a matter of utilizing, rather than suppressing, various fast scattering

mechanisms.

An example is depicted in the bound-to-continuum design in Figure 1.3. Elec-

tron probability densities for the subbands are shown, with the zero-point placed

at the subband energy minimum. This structure is designed such that the lasing

transition occurs between the subbands labelled 2 and 1, after which an electron

scatters down a series of states, named a miniband or continuum, at the bottom

of which is the upper lasing state for the next module. The scattering occurs via

acoustic phonons, electron-electron scattering, or other processes, and can overall

be understood as natural thermalization. A miniband or continuum within the

conduction band can be formed by a repeated superlattice structure, analagous

to the formation of bands in the periodic potential of a crystal lattice. It is im-

portant to realize, however, that a “continuum” in this case refers to this type

of miniband, while the “continuum” in QWIPs referred to in section 1.1.2 is the

continuum of states above the barrier energy.

Currently, the predominant QCL designs are of the resonant-phonon scheme,

shown in Figure 1.4. Such a design employs scattering with longitudinal-optical

(LO) phonons to depopulate the lower radiative state. LO-phonons are known to

be a dominant scatterer in intersubband devices, and have an almost flat disper-

sion, making the linewidth for LO-phonon scattering very narrow (centered at ⇠

36 meV in GaAs) [23, 24]. Enforcing resonance of the depopulation transition

with the LO-phonon energy is known to bring scattering times down below 1 ps

[12].
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Figure 1.3: Operation of a bound-to-continuum QCL Figure from Ref. [1].
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RESONANT-PHONON
!e other major active region type is the RP scheme (shown 
in Fig. 2c, refs 25,54,55). As is common for most mid-infrared 
QC lasers, collector and injector states are designed to be below 
the lower radiative state ‘1’ by approximately ELO = 36 meV, so that 
electrons in the lower state will scatter very quickly into the injector 
states by emitting an LO-phonon. Many early terahertz QC emitter 
designs su"ered from a fundamental di#culty: because of the close 
subband energy spacing, it was di#cult to use LO-phonon scattering 
to depopulate the lower radiative state without also depopulating the 
upper state38,39. !e key development of the RP scheme was bringing 
the lower radiative state into a broad tunnelling resonance with the 
excited state in the adjacent quantum wells, so that its wavefunction 
is spread over several quantum wells. As a result, the lower radiative 
state maintains a strong spatial overlap with the injector states and 
experiences subpicosecond LO-phonon scattering. !e upper state ‘2’, 
however, remains localized and has very little overlap with the injector 
states, which suppresses scattering to the injector states and preserves 
a lifetime of several picoseconds. !e lack of a miniband means that 
RP designs tend to have a smaller oscillator strength (f21 ≈ 0.5−1) than 
the BTC designs, but this is partially compensated by the fact that the 
length Lmod of an RP module is typically half that of a BTC module, 
which results in a higher density of gain producing transitions (that is, 
g  L–1

mod
 , ref. 47). In addition, hybrid structures have been developed 

in which phonon-assisted depopulation has been incorporated with a 
BTC optical transition (Fig. 2d). !ese are o&en known as ‘interlaced’ 
structures, owing to alternating photon- and phonon-emission events. 
!eir impact has been limited, but they are particularly notable for 
achieving very long wavelength operation. 

WAVEGUIDES

Because of the strong absorption owing to free carriers at long 
wavelengths, unique waveguides for terahertz QC lasers have been 
developed so as to minimize the overlap of the mode with any doped 
cladding layers. !ere are two types of waveguides used at present 
for terahertz QC lasers: the semi-insulating surface-plasmon 
(SI-SP), and the metal–metal (MM) waveguide, as shown in Fig. 3. 
It is useful to characterize a laser waveguide by its loss coe#cient !w, 
which accounts for scattering and absorption inside the waveguide, 
its con'nement factor ", which describes the overlap of the mode 
with the active region, and the mirror loss coe#cient !m, which 
accounts for losses due to optical coupling, usually owing to 'nite 
facet re(ectivities. !ese factors determine the required gain gth to 
reach the lasing threshold, where the modal gain must equal the 
total losses: "gth = !w + !m.

!e SI-SP waveguide involves the growth of a thin (0.2−0.8 μm 
thick) heavily doped layer underneath the 10-μm-thick active 
region, but on top of a semi-insulating GaAs substrate23,24,56. !e 
result is a compound surface-plasmon mode bound to the top 
metal contact and the lower plasma layer. Although the mode 
extends substantially into the substrate, the overlap with any doped 
semiconductor is small, so that the free-carrier loss is minimized. 
!e con'nement factor typically lies in the range " = 0.1−0.5, and 
in general, modes are somewhat loosely con'ned, which enables 
there to be relatively wide ridges without supporting multiple lateral 
modes. !e downside is that ridges narrower than about 100 μm 
tend to squeeze the mode into the substrate, which limits the 
minimum device area57.
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Figure 2 Conduction-band diagrams for major terahertz QC design schemes. Examples are shown for: a, CSL, b, BTC, c, RP and d, hybrid/interlaced designs. Two identical 
modules of each are shown here, although typically 100–200 cascaded modules are grown to form active regions 10–15-μm thick. The squared magnitude of the 
wavefunctions for the various subband states are plotted, with the upper- and lower-radiative state shown in red and blue respectively and the injector states specifically 
labelled.The grey shaded regions correspond to minibands of states.

Figure 1.4: Operation of a resonant-phonon QCL Figure from Ref. [1].
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Figure 1.5: Depiction of LO-phonon scattering between subbands of separation

detuned from ELO Figure from ref. [25].

1.1.4 Temperature Performance and Limitations

QCLs, especially in the terahertz, have limited temperature performance due

to a number of processes. The most dominant process is LO-phonon scattering

between subbands, as shown in Figure 1.5. Two possible phonon-stimulated-

emission transitions are shown: the 3 ! 1 transition between subbands sep-

arated by an energy E31 > ELO, and the 2 ! 1 transition with separation

E21 < ELO. Since tuning with ELO causes a transition to be almost entirely

nonradiative, optical transitions must be detuned, whether above or below. ELO

in the chosen material therefore serves as a natural delination between terahertz

and mid-infrared devices (⇠8.7 THz in GaAs).

Details of the phonon-scattering rate calculation are replaced here by a qual-

itative explanation, but can be found in [12]. For the 3 ! 1 transition, it is clear

that electron in-plane momentum must increase if a phonon-scattering transition

is to occur; this extra momentum is accounted for by the reverse momentum
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of the created phonon. By conservation of energy, an electron with an initial

in-plane wavevector ~kiwill be able to scatter to a “ring” of states in k-space:

k2
f = k2

i +
2m⇤(�E � ~!LO)

~2 (1.17)

where �E is the subband energy separation. On the other hand, LO-phonon

scattering between subbands of energy separation below ELO requires a loss in

electron momentum, as can be seen in the 2 ! 1 transition, with the momentum

conserved again by the emitted phonon. This is reflected in Equation 1.17. For

such a transition, there is a minimum in-plane electron wavevector required for

LO-phonon scattering given by:

k2
i,min =

2m⇤(ELO � E21)

~2 (1.18)

With increasing temperature, the electron in-plane momenta are distributed

over larger |ki|, which makes LO-phonon scattering between radiative subbands a

thermally-activated process across a terahertz transition. A simple approximation

using the integral of the Boltzmann distribution above ki,min, and assuming a

scattering rate W
(hot)
i!f from all in-plane wavevectors having |ki,k > ki,min| yields

the temperature dependence as [12]:

1

⌧i!f

⇡ W
(hot)
i!f exp

✓
E21 � ELO

kBT

◆
(1.19)

LO-phonon scattering is also thermally-activated in a mid-infrared transition,

mainly due to the increased Bose Einstein occupation at higher temperature, lead-

ing to increased stimulated transitions. However, for subband energy separations

far greater than ELO, huge momentum transfers are required, which weaken the
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interaction strength. This has allowed for room temperature operation in mid-

infrared QCLs [26].

Another thermally-activated process that plagues QCLs is reduction in the in-

jection e�ciency due to LO-phonon scattering. Considering the resonant-phonon

design shown in Figure 1.4, LO-phonon scattering occurs ideally from level 1 (and

nearby light blue state) to level 2, but not between any other pair of subbands.

In reality, there can still be non-negligible LO-phonon scattering between the ra-

diative states 2 and 1 as was just explained, between upper radiative states (2) in

neighboring modules, between lower radiative states (1) in neighboring modules,

or between any another combination of states, all of which increase with tem-

perature. These processes present an increase in phonon number at the expense

of output power and threshold, since an electron has skipped a module without

providing radiation.

A third process destructive to QCL operation at higher temperatures is ther-

mal backfilling. As explained earlier, achieving population inversion in a QCL

requires that transport be much more e�cient from a lower radiative state to the

next upper radiative state than between the radiative states themselves. This

transport is due to various scattering processes, including LO-phonon scattering,

that are actually the very processes that facilitate thermalization, and so we can

phenomenologically take the group of states in between adjacent radiative tran-

sitions to be in their own thermal equilibrium. Since each grouping of states is

under a thermal equilibrium, increasing the temperature will increase the lower

radiative state population, reducing population inversion. This is a simplified

view of the actual processes; there exist more rigorous methods by which to cal-

culate transport through a quantum cascade structure, including rate-equation

models, the density matrix approach [27], Monte Carlo simulations [28], and
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Non-equilibrium Green’s Function analysis [29].

1.2 Lateral Confinement and the Phonon Bottleneck Con-

cept

Section 1.1.4 explained the mechanism of LO-phonon scattering depopulation of

an upper radiative subband at higher temperatures. This is, however, assuming

that there exist states to scatter into.

The idea has been around for several years in the QCL community that LO-

phonon scattering could be partially supressed by introducing lateral confinement,

so that subbands are split into ladders of discrete, fully 3D-confined states [30,

31, 32]. If all of the transitions between lower-lying states in the two radiative

ladders can be detuned from the narrow ELO linewidth, LO-phonon scattering

between radiative ladders would be eliminated. Nonradiative scattering would

still occur, but would instead be dominated by slower processes such as multi-

phonon emission and polaron decay as discussed further in Chapter 4. This

phenomenon is known as phonon bottleneck, and a generic illustration is shown

in Figure 1.6. The red and blue lines represent the parabolic subband structure in

a quantum well device, and the red and blue dots represent the allowed energies

after some lateral confinement is introduced. LO-phonon scattering can only

stimulate transitions of energy di↵erence very close to ELO, and so the degree of

lateral confinement is chosen such that none exist.

1.2.1 Motivations

The main impetus for exploring lateral confinement in intraband devices is to

improve temperature performance. In a terahertz quantum cascade laser, lateral
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Figure 1.6: Illustration of the phonon bottleneck concept

confinement would serve primarily to suppress LO-phonon scattering between

radiative states, mitigating the e↵ects of increased temperature. In a terahertz

QWIP, it is possible that lateral confinement could improve the SNR at higher

temperatures, if suppressed scattering were able to reduce the capture probability

pc. It can be shown that the dark current noise is proportional to 1/
p
pc, while

the signal current is proportional to 1/pc, yielding a SNR proportional to 1/
p
pc

[19]. Although application to QCLs is the larger and long-term driving force in

this work, QWIPs o↵er a simpler stage on which to first explore the basics of

intraband transitions in a laterally-confined environment.

The method of lateral confinement that we choose to pursue is via material

boundaries of semiconductor nanowires, also known as nanopillars. Semicon-

ductor nanowire heterostructure growth is a developing and emerging field, and

although not as mature as quantum well growth, is now ready to be analyzed

for intraband applications. In theory, a nanowire intraband device would oc-

cupy a similar space to a corresponding quantum well device, except that the

volume of quantum wells and barriers would instead be a forest of nanowire
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Figure 1.7: A small forest of nanopillar heterostructures. Figure from Ref. [34].

axial-heterostructures, as depicted in Figure 1.7. Confined to the nanowire cross-

section, the wells become quantum dots, and the barriers become antidots. Fab-

rication technologies allow for filling of the space between wires with various

polymers, such as Benzocylobutene (BCB), allowing for electrical contact on top

of the entire forest similar to contact across quantum well devices [33].

1.2.2 Previous Work

The phonon bottleneck concept has already been demonstrated experimentally.

In 2008, it was shown at the National High Magnetic Field laboratory that a

magnetic field of 19T improved the operating temperature of a terahertz QCL

from 160K to 225K [35]. The large magnetic field, oriented in the growth di-

rection, causes the subbands to split into quantized Landau levels, similar to

quantum confinement in that the electron motion is restricted by its extremely

small gyroradius. Under the 19T field, the Landau level separation is approxi-

mately equal to ELO. A similar study in 2003 demonstrated that quantization
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Figure 1.8: Switching THz output power on/o↵ with Bz (z-axis = output power,

a.u.) FIgure from Ref. [36].

causes QC lasing to switch on and o↵ with changes in magnetic field, showing the

sensitivity of the phonon bottleneck e↵ect to the precise degree of confinement.

These results are shown in Figure 1.8.

In 2009, the phonon bottleneck was demonstrated more directly in quantum

dots (QDs) via pump-probe transmision measurements [37]. After a quick excita-

tion pulse, the relaxation rate of transmission change of a QD ensemble indicates

the excited state lifetime. For level separations of 29.5 meV, close to ELO, the

lifetime is 2 ps, increasing to a maximum of 1.5ns for a reduced level separation

of 14.5 meV. These past experimental results provide good indication that lateral

confinement is a viable path towards high-temperature operation in QCLs and

other intraband devices.

There have also been past attempts to introduce lateral confinement in a QCL

via material boundaries, using systems other than nanowire heterostructures.
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Provisional patents were filed in 1997 by Wingreen and Sta↵ord for a “Quantum-

dot cascade laser” [38] and in 1999 by Botez et. al for an “Intersubband quantum-

box semiconductor laser” [39], in which the goal was to define quantum boxes by

vertically etching via electron-beam lithography. Both of these approaches were

designed to reduce the threshold in mid-infrared QCLs, but were never realized,

mainly due to poor sidewall qualities [40].

Other attempts have been made using layers of self-organized quantum dots

inside the wells, a strategy which has seen extensive modeling [41, 49]. In such a

design, the QDs often have lower energy than the well such that the QD ground (s)

state has an energy just above the bottom of the well. The intended lasing transi-

tion occurs from the excited (p) state to this state, from where it can be extracted

by additional bandstructure design. Several research groups have reported mid-

infrared electroluminscence spectra from such a design [42, 43, 46, 47, 48], in-

cluding at room temperature [44]. THz-luminescence (20 meV) activated by a

THz FEL was also reported at 8K [45]. Despite these results, e↵orts at intraband

lasing in such a system have to date been unsuccessful. One reason for this is the

inhomogeneous broadening brought about by the varying QD sizes, although even

without this e↵ect extraction from the lower radiative state is di�cult and the

modeling of bandstructure and transport in such a complicated three-dimensional

geometry has proven to be a di�cult task [44].

1.2.3 Realistic Considerations

As previously mentioned, nanowire heterostructure growth is still a developing

technology. Because of this, we must keep in mind a number of practicalities

that are absent in quantum well devices where growth methods are already well-

established.
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Figure 1.9: In content in a GaAs/InGaAs nanowire axial heterostructure, as a

function of height (y-axis in nm). This data was taken using line-scan energy

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. Figure from Ref. [34].

In an axial nanowire heterostructure, interface abruptness is an important

measure of quality. Quantum wells are commonly grown with essentially atomically-

abrupt interfaces, and so this alteration to bandstructure is neglected in QCLs

and other intersubband devices. An example of this is shown in Figure 1.9, where

the better interface occurs over a distance of approximately 10nm. An intraband

device will most likely require interfaces sharper than a nm.

A further growth challenge is improving the wall surface quality. To accurately

model bandstructure under lateral confinement, the nanowire cross-section must

be smooth and predictable. Irregularities consistent between wires can cause in-

terface roughness scattering and alter bandstructure, while discrepancies between

wires can create inhomogeneous broadening. In addition, radial overgrowth of

one material over another is a common defect in axial heterostructures, and must

be avoided due to its obvious consequences on bandstructure and transport.
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1.3 Outline

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 details methods for estimating

bandstructure and optical transition rates under three-dimensional confinement;

Chapter 3 addresses the electromagnetics of concern for terahertz radiation within

a nanowire forest; Chapter 4 details a method for estimating phonon scattering

and polaron decay rates under three-dimensional confinement and presents an

estimation for the ideal radius of a THz Nanowire QCL; Chapter 5 provides

concluding remarks.
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CHAPTER 2

Electronic Structure and Optical Properties

2.1 Introduction

Many theories exist to model bandstructure under confinement at varying degrees

of accuracy. The simplest existing model is the e↵ective-mass approximation,

where electronic bandstructure is fitted to parabolic curvatures at its extrema,

yielding values for mass at each. The most important e↵ective mass, which is ref-

erenced throughout this thesis, is that at the conduction band minimum. Beyond

e↵ective-mass modeling, k.P Theory o↵ers the minimum complexity required to

map out a full bandstructure in a bulk semiconductor, and has also been stud-

ied extensively for application to quantum wells, wires, and dots. While there

are advantages to achieving such accuracy and there are in fact important k.P

corrections most notably for high confinement energies, at this point in our work

it is advantageous to employ the simpler e↵ective mass theory which allows for

a more intuitive understanding. There are also existing methods to account for

higher-order e↵ects such as strain, piezoelectricity, and twinning, but for the time

being we explore bandstructure in the absence of these corrections as well.
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2.2 The E↵ective Mass Approximation

In a bulk semiconductor, electronic wavefunctions can be assumed to have the

form of Bloch electrons:

 (~r) = ei
~k·~run~k(~r) (2.1)

Bloch electrons are free electrons modulated by a Bloch wavefunction, which

has the periodicity of the crystal lattice. The Bloch wavefunction is dependent on

both the band index n, and the electron wavevector ~k. From this representation

it is simple to see that the eigenenergies and eigenfunctions to Schroedinger’s

Equation in principle map out the entire bandstructure of the bulk material.

However, if the physical dimensions are small enough to approach the quantum

realm, the electronic wavefunctions can no longer be represented in the same

manner. While there is still a Bloch function associated with an electron’s wave-

function, the free-electron component will instead become an overall envelope

function that is slowly varying with respect to the Bloch function. At this point,

we invoke the e↵ective-mass approximation: that appreciably occupied electron

energies are very close to the conduction band minimum where the bulk band-

structure is parabolic. The curvature of the bulk bandstructure provides the

e↵ective mass, and we also take the Bloch wavefunction to be that at exactly the

conduction band minimum. The electronic wavefunctions now take on the form:

 (~r) = F (~r)un0(~r) (2.2)

After incorporating a spatially-dependent e↵ective mass as is present in a

heterostructure, the Schroedinger Equation can be shown to be:
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�~2

2
~r 1

m⇤(~r)
· ~r+ V (~r)

�
F (~r) = EF (~r) (2.3)

Here, the potential V (~r) represents the spatially-dependent conduction band

minimum introduced by the band o↵sets in the heterostructure, and can also

include any externally applied potential, coulombic potential due to space charge,

and variations due to strain and piezoelectricity. The boundary conditions for

Schroedinger’s Equation in this form force the continuity of the wavefunction

and the wavefunction’s derivative divided by the e↵ective mass. In cases where

variation in the e↵ective mass is negligible, this equation can be simplified to the

familiar form of:


� ~2
2m⇤

~r2 + V (~r)

�
 (~r) = E (~r) (2.4)

Note that in this representation F (~r) has been reassigned to  (~r) in order to

stress the analogy to the time-independent Schroedinger Equation.

2.2.1 Separation of Variables

If the potential V (~r) can be expressed as a sum of z-potential and in-plane-

potential (V (~r) = V (z) + V (r,�)), the solutions  (~r) become products of a z-

wavefunction and an in-plane-wavefunction ( (~r) = Z(z) 2D(⇢,�)). This allows

our three-dimensional Schroedinger Equation to become two decoupled equations:

a one-dimensional equation in z, and a two dimensional equation in (⇢,�). There

are also then separate energies Ez and E2D whose sum is the total energy, E:
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~2
2m⇤

@2

@z2
+ V (z)

�
Z(z) = EzZ(z) (2.5)


~2
2m⇤

~r||
2
+ V (⇢, ✓)

�
 2D(⇢,�) = E2D 2D(⇢,�) (2.6)

Separation of variables in this manner is also used in the treatment of quantum

wells, where electrons are assumed to have confined z-wavefunctions and free-

electron wavefunctions in-plane as seen in Equation 1.6. The generality that we

allow here by the use of  2D(⇢,�) is that the free-electron component of the Bloch

electron has become a confined slowly-varying envelope function.

In the case of an axial nanowire heterostructure, z/in-plane variable separa-

tion is valid if we assume the outside wall potential to be infinite. Otherwise, a

finite wall barrier will be z-dependent in the presence of the well/barrier conduc-

tion band o↵set. For the case of nanowires surrounded by air, this approximation

is valid due to the high vacuum potential. However, if for example an outer shell

is grown to passivate surface states or the nanowires are embedded in a matrix

material, it may become necessary to include a finite wall potential in bandstruc-

ture calculations. Beyond the ability to simplify a three-dimensional problem

into a one-dimensional and a two-dimensional problem, z/in-plane variable sepa-

ration has advantages that become clear once selection rules and transition rates

are explored.

Further, if V (~r) can be expressed as V (z) + V (⇢) + V (�), then the wavefunc-

tion is fully separable into Z(z)R(⇢)�(�). Separation in this manner requires a

cylindrical symmetry, and so is di�cult to find precisely in a structure, but is

nevertheless a close approximation and is useful for the insight that it provides.

The nanowires of concern to us have hexagonal cross-section; however we often

speak of states confined to a circular cross-section because of their well-defined
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angular momentum and radial quantum numbers, as will be shown in the next

section. Section 2.2.4 demonstrates that the correction to account for the hexag-

onal cross-section is small.

2.2.2 Hard-wall circular confinement

Equation 2.6 is our Schroedinger Equation in two-dimensions, once separation

of variables is invoked. A natural coordinate system to choose is the cylindri-

cal coordinate system, which has defined solutions for potentials with cylindrical

symmetry. In the case of an infinite-wall circular well, boundary conditions man-

date that the electronic wavefunctions must be zero at the wall and outside of

it, and so the solutions in such a potential are cylindrical waves satisfying this

boundary condition, which are expressed as Bessel’s functions:

 2D(~r) = AJ|m|(k⇢)e
im� (2.7)

Here, A is a normalization constant, and the integer m 2 {�1,1} is the

angular momentum quantum number. Application of the angular momentum

operator to this set of wavefunctions shows that angular momentum is quantized

as m~. k is the radial wavevector, which is representative of the energy, and can

only take on discrete values:

k =

r
2m⇤E2D

~2 =
am,nr

R
(2.8)

The integer nr 2 {0,1} is the radial quantum number, R is the radius of

the cylinder, and am,nr is the (nr + 1)th zero of the mth order Bessel function.

Note that both k and E2D depend on both in-plane quantum numbers, and E2D

cannot be decoupled into the sum of two energies, although there is no selection
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rule on the allowed m,nr combinations.

Solving for E2D in Equation 2.8 yields the interesting result that a sorting of

the allowed energies retains the exact same order in m and nr, completely inde-

pendent of the radius. In fact, the entire ladder of states remains proportionally

intact, simply scaling by 1/R2.

Using GaAs as an example, with e↵ective mass m⇤ = 0.067m0, the allowed

energies are given by:

E2D =
~2a2m,nr

2m⇤R2
= (563.8meV )

✓
am,nr

R(nm)

◆2

(2.9)

Table 2.1 enumerates the states to yield the following order, and confinement

energies are provided for a radius of 10 nm:

state # |m| nr am,nr E(R = 10nm) (meV)

1 0 0 2.4048 32.6

2 1 0 3.8317 82.8

3 2 0 5.1356 148.7

4 0 1 5.5201 171.8

5 3 0 6.3802 229.5

6 1 1 7.0156 277.5

7 4 0 7.5883 324.6

8 2 1 8.4172 399.4

9 0 2 8.6537 422.2

10 5 0 8.7715 433.8

Table 2.1: Enumeration of states under infinite circular confinement

As seen in Figure 2.1, the confined energies are close to linear, providing
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Figure 2.1: Energies of the lowest ten states under infinite circular confinement

of R=10nm

classical convergence to a flat density of states in two dimensions. Note that all

states having m 6= 0 exhibit a two-fold ±m degeneracy. Figure 2.2 shows the

probability density for the six lowest-lying states, ignoring degeneracy.

2.2.3 SHO Confined States

Even with the valid assumption that the vacuum potential presents an infinite

barrier to the conduction band profile, there are additional e↵ects that can modify

the two-dimensional cross-section potential. A common correction arises from the

e↵ect known as surface state depletion. Surface states can be dangling bonds or

normalizable bound solutions decaying into either side of an interface, and are

common at the interface of a semiconductor. In low-dimensional structures such

as nanowires and quantum dots, they can become especially important as the

surface-to-volume ratio is quite large. The surface-state depletion e↵ect occurs

because the surface states tend to trap charge on the surface due to their sub-
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Figure 2.2: Probability density for the lowest six states under infinite circular

confinement.

conduction band energies. As net charge must remain zero, this excess charge

comes at the cost of depleting an outer ring in the nanowire. The inner radius

of this ring is determined easily by the doping inside the wire: enough dopants

must be depleted to counteract the charge at the surface, and so a highly-doped

wire is depleted less. For wires considered wider than the quantum limit, this

has the obvious e↵ect of scaling the current down by e↵ectively making the wire

thinner. For a given doping and surface-state density, there is a critical radius,

⇢crit = 2NS/ND, at which a nanowire becomes fully depleted. At this point, the

integral form of Gauss’ Law applied to an infinitely long cylindrical n-doped wire

with a negatively charged surface shows the potential to be parabolic with ⇢:

V (⇢) =
qND

4✏
⇢2 + V0 (2.10)

The classical simple harmonic oscillator problem in quantum mechanics pro-

vides us with the solutions in such a potential, where there are evenly spaced
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ND ⇢crit ~! �EC(⇢crit)

1016cm�3 40 nm 5.6 meV 21.9 meV

1017cm�3 4 nm 17.6 meV 2.19 meV

1018cm�3 0.4nm 55.6 meV 0.219 meV

Table 2.2: Parabolic confinement at critical radii in GaAs, NS = 2⇥ 1010cm�2

energy levels at En = ~!(nx + ny + 1). Examination of Equation 2.10 yields the

oscillation frequency:

! =

r
NDq2

2m⇤✏
(2.11)

Critical radii, energy separations and ground states ~!, and accumulated

conduction band barriers �EC(⇢crit) are shown in Table 2.2 for a typical surface

state density of NS = 2⇥1010cm�2 in GaAs. For a doping of ND = 1016cm�3, we

would expect to see SHO behavior in the lowest three or four states. However,

it is unlikely that a fully-depleted wire is useful for our applications because the

Fermi level would be very low inside the wire, causing the donor states to trap

carriers. For the latter two doping levels, the ground state is well above the

potential at the nanowire radius, and so for these scenarios we would not expect

to see SHO behavior, but would rather return to hard-wall confinement. As the

radius grows above the critical radius, however, it may still be possible to recover

SHO-like behavior at the higher doping levels, although the potential becomes

altered to the more complicated form:

V (⇢) = V0, ⇢ < ⇢dep (2.12)

V (⇢) =
qND

2✏


1

2
(⇢2 � ⇢2dep)� ⇢2dep ln

✓
⇢

⇢dep

◆
+ V0

�
, ⇢ � ⇢dep (2.13)
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In conclusion, the level of surface-state depletion determines whether confined

in-plane quantum states are hard-wall cylindrical, parabolic, or somewhere in

between. The appropriate model can be predicted with knowledge of the surface

charge density and doping level.

2.2.4 Arbitrary Lateral Confinement

Numerical e↵ective-mass computation of two-dimensionally confined states in an

arbitrary potential is also possible. Discretization of the e↵ective-mass eigenvalue

equation in two dimensions onto a discrete grid with points labeled n 2 {1, N}

along x̂ and m 2 {1,M} along ŷ yields:

� ~2
2m⇤�2

✓
 n,m+1+ n,m�1+ n+1,m+ n�1,m�4 n,m

◆
+Vn,m n,m = E n,m (2.14)

� is the position spacing between grid points, which for simplicity is chosen to

be equal in both directions. Rearranging  into a vector of length N ⇤M allows

one to construct a sparse total Hamiltonian matrix of size (N ⇤M)2, which can

be diagonalized to yield the allowed eigenenergies and eigenstates. In such a

computation, any two-dimensional potential Vnm is simply specified. Boundary

conditions are enforced by leaving out all terms from the Hamiltonian that would

otherwise fall outside of the matrix.

Here, we apply this method to explore the validity of using infinite circular

confinement to represent infinite hexagonal confinement, although the method is

also particularly useful for analyzing finite confinement. Table 2.3 compares the

confined energies, and Figure 2.3 shows the probability densities for the eight

states of lowest confinement energy. In performing this comparison, the areas

of the hexagon and circle are taken to be equal at ⇡ ⇤ (10nm)2 to heuristically
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state # |m| nr Ecirc(meV ) Ehex(meV )

1 0 0 32.6 33.0

2 1 0 82.8 83.2,83.9

3 2 0 148.7 149.2,149.6

4 0 1 171.8 172.6

5 3 0 229.5 219.3,242.1

6 1 1 277.5 275.5,277.7

7 4 0 324.6 322.0,323.2

8 2 1 399.4 401.2,403.0

9 0 2 422.2 414.5

10 5 0 433.8 433.3,433.6

Table 2.3: Comparison of circular and hexagonal confinement for confined area

= ⇡ ⇤ (10nm)2

provide equal degrees of confinement. We see from these results that a circle is

in fact a reasonable approximation for a hexagonal potential.

The breaking of cylindrical symmetry has had the e↵ect of making the wave-

functions real, so that the probability density exhibits radially-extending nulls.

However, this is only a result of moving to a standing-wave basis, and does not

necessarily a↵ect the actual energies. The energy shifts must arise from split-

ting of the symmetric/antisymmetric superpositions of degenerate states and/or

mixing with circular states of di↵erent energies. As can be seen in Table 2.3,

the ±m degeneracies are lifted, owing to both types of splitting. In most cases

the splitting is negligible, except for m = 3, where the hexagonal potential has

a large cylindrical wave component. Since the splitting remains small, however,

the (m,nr) labeling system is still useful even though the states are no longer
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Figure 2.3: Probability density for the lowest eight states under infinite hexagonal

confinement.

true angular momentum eigenstates. This can also be verified by inspection of

the wavefunctions in Figure 2.3.

This method can be extended to accomodate for many increasingly complex

corrections. The simple e↵ects that can be modeled are surface-state depletion

potential as explained in Section 2.2.3, and finite confinement. Paired with a

Poisson solver, depletion potential can even be modeled in an arbitrary cross-

section, and with finite confinement. A more advanced application of the model

would be to use it iteratively, either as an iterative Schroedinger-Poisson solver

or as an iterative Schroedinger solver that accounts for band-mixing using an

energy-dependent e↵ective mass. At high confinement energies, this is worth

exploring as it may o↵set the need for more complicated k.P modeling.
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2.3 Selection Rules and Oscillator Strengths

The advantage in using separation of variables is that it simplifies the bandstruc-

ture problem to allow for a more intuitive understanding. Beyond bandstructure,

in consideration of optical transitions, the advantage remains both in the identifi-

cation of selection rules and the simplification of oscillator strength calculations.

2.3.1 The In-Plane Selection Rule

In order for an optical transition to occur, the dipole or position matrix element

between two states must be nonzero. For three-dimensional but separable states

 f = Zf 2D,f and  i = Zi 2D,i, the position matrix element is written as:

h f |~r| ii = x̂h f |x| ii+ ŷh f |y| ii+ ẑh f |z| ii

= x̂hZf |Ziih 2D,f |x| 2D,ii

+ ŷhZf |Ziih 2D,f |y| 2D,ii

+ ẑhZf |z|Ziih 2D,f | 2D,ii

(2.15)

Since the sets {Z} and { 2D} are orthonormal, it is now clear that the x̂

and ŷ components are identically zero if Zf 6= Zi, while the ẑ component is zero

if  2D,f 6=  2D,i. Therefore, transitions in which both states change are not al-

lowed. In the semiclassical limit of quantum wells, this selection rule extends to

the familiar “in-plane selection rule”, and so we use the same nomenclature for

this more general case. In quantum wells this rule can be interpreted as the con-

servation of linear momentum, although this does not translate perfectly to the

3D confined case where linear momentum is not well defined. Nevertheless, the

in-plane selection rule provides a major simplification in the design of nanowire

intersubband devices, just as it does for quantum well devices.
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An optical transition between  f and  i will involve the dot-product of the

electric field vector with the result of Equation 2.15. Therefore, z-transitions can

only be induced by z-polarized radiation, while in-plane transitions can only be

induced by in-plane polarized radiation. Under all of the previous assumptions,

we can now treat z-transitions in the same manner as in quantum wells, while

in-plane transitions require a more generalized quantum formalism in place of the

typical Drude treatment.

2.3.2 The Angular Momentum Conservation Rule for Cylindrical Sym-

metry

It can be shown that for a cylindrically symmetric confinement potential (inde-

pendent of �), allowed states can be expressed as:

 2D =
1p
2⇡

R(⇢)eim� (2.16)

Where R(⇢) is normalized such that:

Z 1

0

|R(⇢)|2⇢d⇢ = 1 (2.17)

To derive selection rules applying to in-plane transitions, we return to Equa-

tion 2.15, and define the x̂ direction as parallel to the electric field polarization.

The relevant position element Xif is then:

Xi!f = h 2D,f |x| 2D,ii =
1

4⇡

Z 1

0

R⇤
f (⇢)⇢

2Ri(⇢)d⇢

Z 2⇡

0

e�imf�(ei� + e�i�)eimi�d�

(2.18)

Ignoring the integral over radius for now, the integral over � for an allowable

transition is:
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Z 2⇡

0


ei(mi�mf+1)� + ei(mi�mf�1)�

�
d� 6= 0 (2.19)

This leads to the angular momentum conservation rule,

|mf �mi| = 1 (2.20)

which gives us the intuitive result that total angular momentum is conserved

over the process of an optical transition wherein a photon is either created or

annihilated. The angular momentum conservation rule also greatly reduces the

number of transitions that must be considered in a cylindrically symmetric po-

tential.

2.3.3 Oscillator Strengths in Higher Dimensions

Transition strengths in quantum well devices are expressed in terms of oscillator

strength, a dimensionless number which is the ratio of a transition’s spontaneous

emission rate to the energy decay rate of a one-dimensional classical electron

oscillator having the frequency ! = �E/~. In one dimension labelled z, this is

given as:

fi!f =
2m⇤(Ef � Ei)|zi!f |2

~2 (2.21)

where

�1Drad,ceo =
e2n!2

0

6⇡m⇤✏0c3
(2.22)

To assess transition strengths between 2D or 3D states, it is useful to extend

the oscillator strength definition to higher dimensions. Fermi’s Golden Rule yields
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the transition rate between two quantum states in the presence of a perturbing

Hamiltonian, H 0:

Wi!f =
2⇡

~ |h f |H 0| ii|2�(Ef � Ei ± ~!~q) (2.23)

For an optical transition between an initial state i and final state f , the

perturbing Hamiltonian matrix element resulting from a single photon mode !~q,�

is:

|hf, n~q,�|H 0|i,m~q,�i|2 =
e2~

2m⇤✏!~qV

✓
m~q,�|hf, n~q,�|ei~q·~rê~q,� · ~p|i,m~q,�i|2�m~q,��1,n~q,�

+ (m~q,� + 1)|hf, n~q,�|ei~q·~rê~q,� · ~p|i,m~q,�i|2�m~q,�+1,n~q,�

◆

(2.24)

The energy-conserving delta functions from Equation 2.23 have been left out

for brevity, but will reappear later in consideration of spontaneous emission alone.

It is seen in Equation 2.24 that there are three terms: the first for absorption,

the second for stimulated emission, and the third for spontaneous emission. In

defining an oscillator strength, we are concerned only with spotaneous emission,

which is independent of photon number. Via Fermi’s Golden Rule, the sponta-

neous emission rate is then:

W
(sp)
i!f/mode =

⇡e2

m⇤2✏!~qV
|hf |ê~q,� · ~p|ii|2�(Ef � Ei + ~!) (2.25)

In this work, since the wavelengths under consideration are much larger than

any physical variations, we have used the electric dipole convention that ei~q·~r ⇡ 1.

At this point in the calculation we invoke the commutation relation involving

the unperturbed Hamiltonian, H0, and the position operator and momentum
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operator both assigned to a single arbitrary direction ↵:

p↵ =
im⇤

~ [H0,↵] (2.26)

This commutator tells us that a momentum matrix element for the direction

↵ can be expressed as:

hf |p↵|ii =
im⇤(Ei � Ef )

~ ↵if = im⇤!q↵if (2.27)

Selecting the Cartesian coordinate system xyz, and substituting in the relation

given in Equation 2.27 gives the following result for the spontaneous emission rate

per mode, in terms of the position matrix elements:

W
(sp)
i!f/mode =

⇡e2!q

✏V
|exXif + eyYif + ezZif |2 (2.28)

ex, ey, and ez are the cartesian components of the polarization unit vector.

To compute a total spontaneous emission rate we integrate over ⇢(~q), the density

of photonic modes in the cavity:

Wi!f =

Z
W

(sp)
i!f/mode⇢(~q)d

3(~q) (2.29)

⇢(~q)d3(~q) =
q2dqsin✓d✓d�V

8⇡3
(2.30)

Integrating over solid angles eliminates all of the cross-terms inside the squared

brackets in Equation 2.28. With this in mind, the total spontaneous emission rate

becomes:
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Wi!f =
e2

8⇡2✏~

Z 1

0

Z 2⇡

0

Z ⇡

0

✓
!qn

c

◆3✓
e2x|Xif |2 + e2y|Yif |2 + e2z|Zif |2

◆

⇥ sin✓d✓d�d(~!)�(Ef � Ei + ~!)
(2.31)

where n is the refractive index of the material. Note that here we have assumed

the density of photonic states to be that of an isotropic, lossless, and dispersionless

medium. It is, however, possible for this to be altered. An extreme example is

found in hyperbolic metamaterials as explained in Section 3.3.2, which can enable

enhanced spontaneous emission.

After integration over the delta function in energy, the problem has become

the sum of three integrals over all solid angles. Exploiting spherical symmetry,

we redefine the coordinate system for each integral such that ✓ = 0 is along the

direction of the polarization of concern, which we label ↵̂ = x̂, ŷ, ẑ. Then, for any

photon direction q̂ specified by {✓,�}, the polarization basis is chosen such that

ê~q,�=1 · ↵̂ = sin✓ = e↵, and ê~q,�=2 · ↵̂ = 0. This simplifies each integral such that

only one polarization need be considered, and the total spontaneous emission rate

is then:

W
(sp)
if =

e2n!3

3⇡✏0~c3

✓
|Xif |2 + |Yif |2 + |Zif |2

◆
(2.32)

In three dimensions, a classical electron oscillator is di�cult to imagine. How-

ever, following the analysis used for atoms in [50], the correct treatment is to apply

�3Drad,ceo = 3�1Drad,ceo, yielding:

f 3D
i!f =

2m⇤(Ef � Ei)

3~2

✓
|Xif |2 + |Yif |2 + |Zif |2

◆
(2.33)

In two dimensions, Zif = 0. Since �2Drad,ceo = 2�1Drad,ceo, the oscillator strength

becomes:
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f 2D
i!f =

m⇤(Ef � Ei)

~2

✓
|Xif |2 + |Yif |2

◆
(2.34)

A sum rule can also be applied to two- and three-dimensional systems. The

commutators [↵, p↵] = i~ and im⇤[z,H] = ~pz can be used to yield the Thomas-

Reiche-Kuhn sum rule, valid for any direction ↵:

X 2m⇤(Ef � Ei)|↵i!f |2

~2 = 1 (2.35)

Yielding the satisfying result:

X

f 6=i

f 1D
i!f =

X

f 6=i

f 2D
i!f =

X

f 6=i

f 3D
i!f = 1 (2.36)

2.3.4 Transition Rates in Higher Dimensions

In using this oscillator strength definition for evaluating a stimulated transition,

it is important to remember that polarization again becomes relevant and we

must re-evaluate the actual transition rate beginning from the transition rate

due to a single photon mode:

W
(st)
i!f =

⇡e2!~q

✏

m~q,�

V
|exXif + eyYif + ezZif |2g(Ef = Ei � ~!) (2.37)

where the delta function in energy has become a density of states since we

are no longer integrating over energy. This is under the approximation that the

perturbing lineshape is much narrower than that of the transition. The density

of states may be Lorentzian if the transition is homogeneously broadened such

as for a single quantum dot, or Gaussian if it is inhomogeneously broadened such

as in an ensemble of quantum dots with varying size.
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For narrow band excitation, the volumetric photon density m~q,�/V can be

expressed in terms of the intensity as (In)/(~!c), and so we find the stimulated

emission rate to be:

W
(st)
i!f = I

⇡e2

n✏0~c
|exXif + eyYif + ezZif |2g(Ef = Ei � ~!) (2.38)

It may seem counterintuitive that the cross-terms remain in Equation 2.38

while they are absent in Equation 2.33, but this can be understood more easily

in considering a two-dimensional transition polarized in some direction at an angle

✓transition. If we initially have some ex and ey such that ✓polarization is aligned with

✓transition, the transition rate will be at a maximum. If ey but not ex is inverted,

e↵ectively moving the polarization to �✓, the transition rate will be reduced.

Therefore, the cross terms are relevant when considering a single photon mode.

However, when integrating over all photon modes, the cross-terms resulting from

any +✓polarization and �✓polarization will cancel each other exactly, so that cross

terms need not be considered at all.

If the perturbing radiation is broader than the transition linewidth, the delta

function can be reinstated so that the density of states disappears and I in the

next equation becomes IE(Ef �Ei), the intensity per unit energy at the resonant

frequency:

W
(st)
if =

⇡e2IE(Ef � Ei)

n✏0~c
|exXif + eyYif + ezZif |2 (2.39)

2.3.5 Oscillator Strengths for Circular States

We now have an oscillator strength definition and transition rate formula for any

set of 3D or 2D confined states, and so here we apply the oscillator strength
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definition to the infinite circularly confined states described in Section 2.2.2.

Numerical integration yields the values listed in Table 2.4.

(m,nr) (0,0) (1,0) (2,0) (0,1) (3,0) (1,1) (4,0) (2,1)

(0,0) - 0.4820 0 0 0 0.0139 0 0

(1,0) -0.4820 - 0.9689 0.4546 0 0 0 0.0235

(2,0) 0 -0.9689 0 - 0 1.4588 0.4356 0 0

(0,1) 0 -0.4546 0 - 0 0.9105 0 0

(3,0) 0 0 -1.4588 0 - 0 1.9506 0.4212

(1,1) -0.0139 0 -0.4356 -0.9105 0 - 0 1.3781

(4,0) 0 0 0 0 -1.9506 0 - 0

(2,1) 0 -0.0235 0 0 -0.4212 -1.3781 0 -

Table 2.4: Numerically computed oscillator strengths between states under

infinite circular confinement

The numerically computed oscillator strengths agree with the angular mo-

mentum conservation rule derived analytically in Section 2.3.2. The Sum Rule

can also be verified when extending this calculation to a large set of states. For

this set of infinitely confined states, these oscillator strengths are not dependent

on dimensions, but this is not a general rule. States having m < 0 are not shown,

as we can say that the oscillator strength magnitude is independent of the sign

of mi �mf .

2.4 Other Methods for Bandstructure Calculation

One correction that is often applied to the e↵ective mass model to account for

nonparabolicity in the energy-dependent e↵ective mass. Bulk bandstructure is
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fitted with an additional quartic term using the nonparabolicity parameter � [51]:

E(k) =
~2k2

2m⇤ (1� �k2) (2.40)

from which an energy-dependent e↵ective-mass m⇤ = ~2/(d2E/dk2) can be

extracted. With m⇤(E), the Schroedinger Equation can be solved iteratively

for each bound state, correcting the e↵ective mass until convergence is reached.

This is commonly done in one dimension for quantum wells devices, particularly

in considering mid- or near-infrared energy separations. However, the method

could also be applied to higher-dimensional systems.

It has been shown in [52] through rigorous k.P calculations that an eight-

band model can be necessary in modeling quantum dot bandstructure, especially

at higher confinement energies extending into the mid-infrared. In particular, it

was found that while e↵ective mass treatment provides qualitative agreement with

the more precise k.P results, e↵ective mass calculations significantly overestimate

confined energies and absorption cross-sections, at confinement energies on the

order of 100meV. However, the e↵ective-mass model used in their comparison did

not incorporate an energy-dependent e↵ective mass, which is worth exploring as

it may reduce the need for k.P calculations.
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CHAPTER 3

Electromagnetic Properties of Plain Structures

3.1 Introduction

An understanding of the overall electromagnetic properties of a nanowire forest

is essential to the development of forest-based devices, such as a Nanowire QCL

or a Nanowire QDIP. Typically, nanowire diameters are less than 100nm, with

spacings around a few hundreds of nm, so that physical variation can easily be

considered far subwavelength with respect to terahertz and mid-infrared wave-

lengths. This allows the entire volume of the forest to be treated as a single

homogenous medium, with e↵ective optical properties characterizing the space

as a whole. An analogy can be drawn to the interaction of visible wavelengths

with a solid, where permittivity is used to describe the polarization response of

the bulk medium, instead of the complicated picture of interaction with each

atom and the spaces in between. At larger scales, the e↵ective medium concept

is also used in understanding the interaction of radio waves with a forest of trees

[53].

Since a forest medium is not rotationally symmetric, the e↵ective medium is

typically anisotropic. This can lead to interesting properties, especially below

the NW material’s bulk plasma frequency. In this regime, we find connections to

the emerging field of hyperbolic metamaterials, which are metallic in response to

electric fields in one direction, while dielectric in response to another.
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This chapter sets forth models for the interaction of electromagnetic waves

with such structures, along with verification from both finite-element simulations

and experimental data.

3.2 Transfer Matrix Method for Anisotropic Layers

Throughout this chapter we are concerned with the problem of reflection and

transmission of arbitrary polarization at arbitrary incident angle �a from multiple

boundaries, within which can exist anisotropic media. An important tool for

solving such a problem is the transfer matrix method, where a 4x4 matrix is

calculated to relate the transmitted wave amplitudes in the exit medium to the

incident and reflected waves in the incident medium, with both polarizations

incorporated simultaneously. This 4x4 matrix method is derived in [54], and is

a generalization of the more common 2x2 transmission matrix method used in

the case of isotropic layers. The 4x4 transmission matrix T is defined by the

equation:

2

6666664

AS

BS

AP

BP

3

7777775
= T ·

2

6666664

CS

0

CP

0

3

7777775
(3.1)

S-polarization is defined as in-plane, while p-polarization is defined as in the

plane of incidence. A, B, and C represent incident, reflected, and transmitted

wave amplitudes, respectively. If the multilayer medium has no cross-polarization

coupling (i.e., an appropriate coordinate system is chosen such that ✏ is diagonal),

the reflection and transmission coe�cients are read from the elements of T as:
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rs =
Bs

As
= T21

T11
ts =

Cs

As
= 1

T11

rp =
Bp

Ap
= T43

T33
tp =

Cp

Ap
= 1

T33

(3.2)

The matrix method is based on the application of appropriate boundary con-

ditions at each interface to relate the fields on either side. Since these boundary

conditions are the continuity of tangential ~E and tangential ~H, there must be

an “incident matrix” La and an “exit matrix” Lf that transform the wave am-

plitudes to tangential ~E and ~H fields. Then, a “partial transfer matrix” Tbp is

constructed for each layer b beginning at zb with thickness db, to relate the fields

in the layer at zb to those at zb + db. The inverses of all partial transfer matrices

b = 1 ! N are cascaded in order of their appearance to produce the entire matrix

T :

T = L�1
b ·

NY

b=1

Tbp(�db) · Lf (3.3)

For a layer b of thickness db, the partial transfer matrix can calculated by the

operation:

� =

2

6666664

�kx
✏31
✏33

�kx
✏32
✏33

0 1� k2x
✏33

0 0 �1 0

✏23
✏31
✏33

� ✏21 k2
x � ✏22 + ✏23

✏32
✏33

0 kx
✏23
✏33

✏11 � ✏13
✏31
✏33

✏12 � ✏13
✏32
✏33

0 �kx
✏13
✏33

3

7777775
(3.4)

Tp = exp{i !
c0
�d} (3.5)

kx is defined as na sin�a, and the matrix elements of ✏ are defined on any

general orthogonal coordinate system with axes labeled 1, 2, 3. If the coordinate

system is chosen such that ✏ is diagonal, � can be simplified greatly.
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3.3 E↵ective Medium Theories

The assignment of a bulk e↵ective permittivity to a layer actually comprised of

subwavelength variations relies on the identification of the appropriate e↵ective

medium theory (EMT). Precise prediction of the interaction of radiation with

such a structure requires rigorous finite-element simulations, and is dependent on

the geometry, and so we use such simulations in HFSS to validate the use of our

chosen theories. However, the EMT is still important as an analytical method

for predicting the dependence of bulk properties on the optical, electronic, and

geometric properties of subwavelength inclusions.

In all models, the bulk nanowire material is assumed to exhibit Drude per-

mittivity:

✏ = ✏1 �
✏1!

2
p

!2 + i!/⌧
(3.6)

where !p =
q

NDe2

m⇤✏1✏0
, approximating the free carrier density as the doping

density.

3.3.1 Two-Dimensional Grating Theory

In a subwavelength one-dimensional grating, consisting of planar interfaces where

materials alternate in only one dimension, application of the appropriate bound-

ary conditions yields the macroscopic permittivity of the bulk environment to

zeroth order. ✏1 and ✏2 are the permittivities of the layers, and f is the filling

factor for material 2. The subscripts k and ? indicate electric fields parallel and

perpendicular to the interfaces:
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Figure 3.1: Visualization of the 2D-Grating EMT

✏
(0)
k = (1� f)✏1 + f✏2 (3.7)

1/✏(0)? = (1� f)/✏1 + f/✏2 (3.8)

Next, this theory is extended to a 2D grating as shown in Figure 3.1, in the

manner outlined in [55]. We consider an electric field in the horizontal direction,

which can be viewed in two di↵erent ways. In the first way, electric fields in

each row yield an e↵ective permittivity for the row, ✏?. The parallel composite

permittivity is then applied to all of the rows, yielding a pemittivity ✏̂(0)2D. The

second way computes an e↵ective permittivity ✏k for each column first, and then

applies perpendicular composite permittivity to yield ✏̌(0)2D.

Once ✏̂(0)2D and ✏̌(0)2D are obtained, rigorous coupled wave analysis shows that an

accurate approximation for the e↵ective index is given by the following weighted

average with n̄, the volumetrically-averaged refracted index:

n
(0)
2D = [n̄+ 2n̂(0)

2D + 2ň(0)
2D]/5 (3.9)
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In applying this EMT to a nanowire forest, we make the approximation that

the wires have square, rather than hexagonal, cross-section, and that they are

situated on a square, rather than trigonal, lattice. Since this EMT is based around

an actual application of boundary conditions, it is important to raise questions

on its validity since geometry is approximated. Results must be verified with

numerical simulations, as is investigated in Section 3.3.3.

The square-grating that represents the actual nanowire forest is chosen so

that its volumetric fill factor is equivalent to that of the actual medium. The

resulting e↵ective medium has two unique permittivity components represent-

ing the medium’s response to vertical and in-plane electric fields. The vertical

permittivity is computed easily as the parallel composite permittivity, and is

not dependent on geometry. The in-plane permittivity is computed as discussed

above.

3.3.2 Maxwell-Garnett E↵ective Medium Theory

Maxwell-Garnett E↵ective Medium Theory [56] is well established in the treat-

ment of a bulk medium with inclusions of a small fill-factor, and is known to

extend well to the regime where the inclusions are metallic but embedded in a

dielectric matrix material. The M-G EMT is based around the macroscopic po-

larization that is a result of the combined polarizations of the inclusions and the

surroundings, and does not take geometry into account. It gives the result that

for electric fields situated in-plane (x, y):

✏xx = ✏yy = ✏1


(1 + f)✏2 + (1� f)✏1
(1� f)✏2 + (1 + f)✏1

�
(3.10)

✏1 is the bulk permittivity of the matrix material, while ✏2 is the bulk permit-
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tivity of the inclusion material. ✏zz is the parallel composite permittivity, just as

in the 2D-grating EMT.

Both Maxwell-Garnett EMT and the 2D-grating EMT lead to the interesting

result that a forest of metallic wires (or doped semiconductor wires below the

plasma frequency) exhibits metallic behavior in the vertical direction but dielec-

tric behavior in any in-plane direction. Such a material has what is known as

”hyperbolic” dispersion, since the equifrequency surfaces in k-space are hyper-

bolic. Here, the plane of incidence is taken to be the xz-plane:

k2
z

|✏xx|µ
� k2

x

|✏zz|µ
= !2 (3.11)

Hyperbolic dispersion is fundamentally di↵erent from the more usual elliptical

dispersion because it has an open, rather than closed topology. This leads to the

result that in theory a perfect hyperbolic metamaterial has an infinite density of

states at any given energy. Realistically, the hyperbolic properties break down at

higher wavevectors once the subwavelength approximation is no longer valid, but

hyperbolic metamaterials are still known to possess a larger density of photonic

states which can lead to enhanced spontaneous emission [59, 60].

Such a strikingly anisotropic behavior can be understood by considering the

conductivity in a forest structure. Vertical electric fields can induce vertical cur-

rents because electrons are free to move vertically along a single wire, but hori-

zontal electric fields see a capacitance because there is no conductivity between

wires. In the in-plane direction, the analogy can again be drawn to interaction

of light with a dielectric, where electronic wavefunctions in neighboring atoms do

not overlap so that conductivity is near zero.
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the e↵ective medium theories with HFSS Simulation

3.3.3 Comparison with HFSS

Figure 3.2 provides a comparison of both e↵ective medium theories with finite-

element simulations in the commercially-available software HFSS. All calculations

assume 2µm-long GaAs nanowires doped at ND = 5 ⇤ 1018cm�3 with a 15% fill-

factor on top of a GaAs substrate. For the grating theory, the cross-sections

are taken as square, and situated on a square lattice. For the Maxwell-Garnett

theory, the cross-sections are unspecified, and are situated on an unspecified

lattice. In the HFSS simulation, the actual geometry of hexagonal cross-sections

on a trigonal lattice is invoked. Illimunation is taken to be a plane wave at normal

incidence, so that we probe only the in-plane permittivity. The z-permittivity is

of less concern because it is much more simply approximated.

The main feature visible in this simulation is the large dip just below the

plasma frequency of the bulk doped NW material. This feature will be discussed

more thoroughly in the next section, but we do see that there is reasonable agree-
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ment, at least qualitative, between both theories and rigorous simulation. Below

the plasma frequency, in the regime of metallic inclusions, it seems as though the

Maxwell-Garnett Theory provides a significantly better approximation, while the

grating EMT may provide a slightly better approximation above. Extending to

higher wavenumber, it can be seen that both theories agree quite closely with

the e↵ective dielectric index, which can be extracted from the periodicity of the

overarching Fabry-Perot fringe.

In all simulations, the GaAs substrate was assumed to be the exit medium, in

order to eliminate closely-spaced Fabry-Perot peaks originating from the thick-

ness of the substrate. Such fringes do show up in experiment, but can be partially

suppressed by the surface roughness, to a degree that is wavelength-dependent.

Each simulation also does not take into account scattering due to surface rough-

ness or the complicated various phonon absorptions which are very important in

the far-infrared, especially at room temperature. These e↵ects would no doubt

alter the transmission spectrum of such a sample, and so in the far-infrared these

simulations are better taken as a qualitative model.

3.4 Model Predictions

Although HFSS adds weight to the e↵ective medium theories, the ultimate vali-

dation comes from agreement with experiment. In this section, we present pre-

dictions on parameter dependencies which are intended to aid towards designing

the appropriate structure for an experiment.
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Figure 3.3: Transmitted power as a function of NW doping density (dimensions

cm�3)

3.4.1 Parameter Dependencies

An advantage to employing an e↵ective medium theory is that the e↵ective

medium properties can easily be predicted from the parameters of the inclu-

sions. To give some sense of the appropriate structure for an experiment, we

study the dependence of transmitted power on doping, nanowire length, and

fill-factor. The parameters are adjusted around a baseline scenario of 5 µm-

length GaAs nanowires grown on GaAs with a fill-factor of 15% and doped at

ND = 1 ⇤ 1018cm�3. Illumination is with an incidence angle of 15 degrees and

polarization in-plane. All predictions are made using the Maxwell-Garnett EMT.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the dependence of the transmission spectrum on the

doping density. Close to the nanowire material’s bulk plasma frequency, the

visible dip is due to absorption by the bulk plasmon mode. However, below
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Figure 3.4: Transmitted power as a function of NW length (dimensions m)

the plasma frequency, the nanowire region is di↵erent from a metallic layer in

that transmission is not suppressed, because of the dielectric in-plane e↵ective

permittivity. The calculations indicate that a doping of ND = 1 ⇤ 1018cm�3

is easily su�cient for an experiment. The absorption strength then decreases

approximately with lower doping, to the point where it is hardly visible at ND =

1 ⇤ 1016cm�3. This plot also provides us with important information on the peak

position. For ND = 1 ⇤ 1018cm�3 the peak is located at an undesirable position

in the GaAs Restrahlen band, and so with phonon absorption taken into account

this feature would be buried in a region having no transmission signal. GaAs has

significant phonon and multi-phonon absorptions from 150 cm�1 to 550 cm�1,

and so to avoid this the doping would need to be either around 1 ⇤ 1017 cm�3 or

significantly higher into the 1018 cm�3 level.

Figure 3.4 shows the dependence of the transmission spectrum on the NW

length. The absorption reduces the intensity as a negative exponential in length,
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Figure 3.5: Transmitted power as a function of NW fill-factor

ignoring multiple reflections, and in agreement we see that the strength of the

dip increases with nanowire length. A reasonable length for the doping of 1 ⇤

1018 cm�3 is around the micron level, but would change with doping as shown by

Figure 3.3. However, as expected the position of the dip does not change with

length, simplifying the design of an actual experiment. The length does have an

important e↵ect on the Fabry-Perot fringe spacing �(1/�), which can be used to

extract the e↵ective dielectric in-plane index if the length is known. At normal

incidence:

neff = [2L�(1/�)]�1 (3.12)

Figure 3.5 shows the dependence of the transmission spectrum on the fill-

factor. An increase in fill-factor does produce a slight increase in the absorption

strength, as well as a slight blue-shift in the peak position. As fill-factor increases

to 50% or higher, we begin to see a return to metallic behavior where the trans-
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mission below the plasma frequency droops below the transmission above. This

is occuring because more of the electric field must be concentrated in the metallic

wires as the fill-factor increases. However, it would be important to verify high

fill-factor results with HFSS simulations, since the the Maxwell-Garnett EMT is

intended primarily for low fill-factor [57].

Since the dependence on fill-factor is relatively weak, we see that a value even

as low as 10% is still suitable for observing the doping e↵ects. However, the

e↵ective dielectric index is highly dependent on fill-factor as can be seen by the

fringe periodicity.

3.5 Experimental Results

Experiments similar to those described in Section 3.4 were performed in the mid-

infrared and terahertz using di↵erent external setups attached to a Nicolet 8700

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR). The results validated the use of

the e↵ective medium theory in the mid-infrared, and demonstrated a high-quality

focusing setup for transmission spectroscopy in the terahertz.

3.5.1 Experimental Sample

The sample used in these experiments consists of a (4 mm)2 area of GaAs

nanowires grown by MOCVD on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate. The di-

ameters are between 150-170nm, with a lattice spacing of 300nm, and the bulk

material is Sn-doped to a density of ND = 1⇤1017 cm�3. The heights average ap-

proximately 700nm but exhibit a slight, slowly-varying inhomogeneity where the

wires are slightly taller closer to the outside of the forest region. Patterning was

done by electron-beam lithography. Figure 3.6 shows a SEM image of a portion
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Figure 3.6: SEM of the large-area nanowire forest sample. Image courtesy of

Joshua Shapiro.

of the sample.

The doping level used places the bulk plasma frequency in the terahertz as

shown by Figure 3.3. However, because of the short heights a terahertz doping

signature was not expected to be visible in this sample. In the mid-infrared the

heights are long enough to expect a large Fabry-Perot fringe extending across the

range of the detector.

3.5.2 Mid-IR Experiment and Results

The external setup used in the mid-infrared employs o↵-axis parabolic (OAP)

mirrors to focus onto both the sample and detector, as well as rotation stages

allowing for variation in incidence angle and selection between transmission and

reflection configurations. The sample stage allows for a cryostat to be mounted
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with the sample in place so that the sample can be cooled as low as 4K.

A schematic of the setup in transmission configuration is shown in the upper

portion of Figure 3.7. The collimated beam coming from the FTIR encounters

Mirror Setup 1, which consists of a flat mirror reflecting the collimated beam

upwards, after which an 8-inch focal length o↵-axis parabolic mirror focuses the

beam onto the sample placed at the focal point. The diverging beam is collected

by Mirror Setup 2, which consists of another 8-inch focal length OAP mirror to

re-collimate the beam downwards and a 6.5-inch OAP mirror which focuses the

beam onto the detector. The sample is situated on its own rotation stage so that

di↵erent incidence angles can be used. To control polarization, a polarizer can

be placed between Mirror Setup 1 and the sample.

The bottom portion of Figure 3.7 shows the experimental setup under reflec-

tion configuration at 45-degree incidence. In this configuration, the detector stage

angle must match the angle given by reflection o↵ of the sample at the chosen in-

cidence angle, and so alignment is very important when taking spectra at multiple

angles of incidence. With a polarizer in place as mentioned earlier and a second

polarizer between the sample and Mirror Setup 2, spectroscopic ellipsometry can

be performed in both transmission and reflection configurations.

A single FTIR measurement results in a wavenumber vs. detector signal

relationship, which incudes e↵ects stemming from the wavenumber-dependent

detector responsivity and the illumination intensity. To cancel out these e↵ects,

a true spectrum is computed by dividing by a background spectrum, which for

transmission is a simple transmission without a sample in place and for reflection

is typically reflection o↵ of a gold-coated wafer in place of the sample. This yields

a wavelength-dependent percentage for transmission or reflection. The result of

such a measurement in the transmission configuration at normal incidence is
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Figure 3.7: Mid-infrared experimental setup configured for normal-incidence

transmission (top) and 45-degree incidence reflection (bottom).
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Figure 3.8: Upper Left: normal incidence transmission spectra of the sample and sub-

strate, Upper Right: normal incidence sample/substrate transmission spectrum comparison

with model, Lower Left: 45-degree incidence sample/substrate transmission spectrum com-

parison with model, Lower Right: 45-degree incidence sample/substrate reflection spectrum

comparison with model.

shown in the upper-left of Figure 3.8, including spectra of both the sample and

a blank piece of the substrate as a control.

The origin of the strong reduction in transmission for both the sample and

the substrate over most of the detector range is unknown, but may be related to

surface scattering. Since it presents a large disagreement between experimental

and modeled results (T = 68% for n = 3.6) even for the plain substrate, we

choose to isolate the e↵ect of the nanowire e↵ective medium by dividing the
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sample spectrum by the substrate spectrum. For normal incidence this is shown

in the upper-right portion of Figure 3.8.

At normal incidence transmission we find reasonable agreement with the

model, since the experimental data exhibits a fringe extending over 1 with ap-

proximately the same periodicity as the model. At higher wavenumber, however,

there appears to be a droop in the sample transmission with respect to the sub-

strate transmission.

The lower-left portion of Figure 3.8 shows a similar comparison for an in-

cidence angle of 45 degrees, where polarization becomes relevant. The model

predicts a much stronger fringe for the TE polarization than for TM, which is

reflected in the experimental data. However, the sample transmission droop at

higher wavenumber is again plainly visible.

The amplitude of the Fabry-Perot oscillation under both normal and 45-degree

incidence is smaller in experiment than in the model, which can reasonably be

attributed to height inhomogeneity.

Reflection spectra were also taken in the same manner, and are shown in the

lower-right portion of Figure 3.8. In reflection, it seems that the high-wavenumber

droop is much stronger than in transmission, to the point where an assessment

of the model cannot be made.

3.5.3 Terahertz Experiment and Results

Using the external setup described in the previous section, the spot size at the

sample position in the terahertz is as large as 7mm. Patterning of such a large

sample area is far too costly, and so a second external setup was constructed to

yield a smaller spot size. A schematic is shown in Figure 3.9. In this setup, the

beam coming from the FTIR is focused by the first OAP mirror onto the sample,
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the THz transmission experimental setup.

which is inside the cryostat. The cryostat is mounted on an xy-translation stage

and has its own z-translation for sample alignment. Inside the cryostat, the

sample is mounted on a copper plate having three positions on top of holes

of diameter approximately 2 mm. Two of the holes may be used for samples,

while the third must be reserved for the background spectrum. The copper plate

is mounted to the cold finger of the cryostat using In foil to improve thermal

contact. After the sample, the divergent beam is collected by the second OAP

mirror, recollimated, and directed towards a third OAP mirror which focuses

the signal onto the detector. For THz measurements a liquid-helium cooled Si

bolometer is used, and the entire external setup is placed in a nitrogen-purged

bubble-wrap environment to avoid atmospheric absorptions.

The advantage of using this setup over the first is that the OAP mirrors have 3-

inch, rather than 8.5-inch e↵ective focal length. A rule of thumb for OAP mirrors

is that a point source placed at the focal point with divergence angle ✓ radiating

towards the mirror will produce a collimated beam diameter of D = 2Lsin(✓),

where L is the e↵ective focal length. Conversely, a beam of diameter D will be

focused at the angle ✓, and so the diameter of the di↵raction-limited spot will be:
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Figure 3.10: THz transmission spectrum of the substrate at 300K. Thickness =

300µ m.

Ds = 2.44�
L

D
(3.13)

Using the estimated beam diameter of 1.5 inches, a di↵raction-limited spot in

this setup would have a diameter ofDs = 4.88�, or 488µm for 100µmwavelength.

With an adjustable iris, the spot diameter was measured to be about 2mm and

weakly wavelength-dependent, and so is most likely limited by alignment, rather

than di↵raction. However, 2 mm is approximately the diameter of the holes on

the mounting plate and so we do expect most of the signal to pass through the

setup under good sample alignment.

A substrate transmission spectrum at 300K using this setup is shown in Figure

3.10, demonstrating many features important to our experiment. The region of

almost zero transmission, from approximately 250 cm�1 to 350 cm�1, is the GaAs

Reststrahlen band where optical phonons cause the material to have a very high
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Figure 3.11: THz transmission spectrum of the substrate at 300K, at lower and

higher wavenumbers.

absorption coe�cient. At lower wavenumber, there is acoustic phonon absorption,

which is still present but weaker to the point where a tranmission signal is still

observable. Above the Restrahlen band, there are additional absorption peaks,

which are due to various multiphonon absorptions. This spectrum is in agreement

with the typical absorption spectrum of semi-insulating GaAs [58].

What appears to be noise at lower wavenumber is actually a Fabry-Perot

oscillation resulting from the thickness of the substrate. The amplitude of this

oscillation decays with wavenumber, indicating that it is probably due to a surface

roughness on the order of the THz wavelengths, such that the surface is optically

smooth at 20 cm�1 (500 µ m) but rough at 600 cm�1 (16.7 µ m). (The backside

of both the substrate and sample is not polished.) Figure 3.11 provides a closer

look at the spectra for the lower and upper ranges, indicating that the setup

provides good noise level and repeatability throughout the detector range. The
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sample was realigned in between runs.

Although the Fabry-Perot fringes are not noise, they do introduce much com-

plication when analyzing a sample/substrate spectrum, and so it is best to find a

way to remove them. One method might be to purposefully introduce a surface

roughness such that the sample is optically smooth at all frequencies, but this

would likely scatter the higher wavelengths, degrading signal. Another approach,

shown in Figure 3.12, is to remove the oscillations digitally using a bandstop

filter. The filter used in this case was a Butterworth filter with corner frequencies

1/7.5 and 1/8.5, where 1 is the Nyquist frequency and 1/8 is the approximate

Fabry-Perot frequency. The filter was applied in the forward direction and again

in the reverse direction to eliminate phase shift, each time with a stopband atten-

uation of 15dB and a ripple of 0.2dB. This approach does not entirely suppress

the Fabry-Perot oscillations at the lowest wavenumber, but a trade-o↵ occurs in

the destruction of important features when increasing stopband attenuation.

This data set does not clearly demonstrate any features related to doping,

although none were anticipated. The di↵erences in transmission are likely due to

slight di↵erences in the hole shape or size in the copper plate, which is roughly

the same diameter as the spot. Measurements at 77K did not yield any noticeable

qualitative di↵erences in either sample, indicating that thermal contact is poor

and needs improvement.
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Figure 3.12: FIltered THz transmission spectra of the substrate and sample at

300K.
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CHAPTER 4

Transport Calculations and LO-phonon Decay

Rates

4.1 Introduction

Predicting the quality of a phonon bottleneck requires some method of calculating

the non-radiative decay rate between sublevels, and the overall rate between

subbands or distinct sublevel ladders. In quantum dots, there is strong evidence

for the formation of polarons, quasiparticles in which an electron is strongly

coupled to a phonon, resulting in a Rabi-type oscillation that decays with some

lifetime [61, 62]. The actual decay mechanism is due to the anharmonicity of

the LO-phonon, and theorized relaxation paths are via the production of various

pairs of bulk acoustic phonons [63]. Further discussion, including the energy

dependence of the dominant decay mechanism and rate calculation methods, is

included later in this chapter.

The relevant relaxation mechanism between ladders of sublevels is a matter

of some debate. In quantum well devices, polaron decay need not be considered

because after a scattering event, an emitted phonon is not confined and so does

not form a strong coupling with the electron. The laws of thermodynamics then

dictate that the electron is most likely to stay in the lower sublevel, thus making

LO-phonon scattering the relevant relaxation mechanism.
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Next, we consider a sustained Rabi oscillation between two sublevels, where

the lower level has some finite lifetime. In the limit where the lower state lifetime

is much longer than the polaron decay, the system simplifies to a two-level system

and is dominated by polaron decay. In the opposite limit where the lower state

lifetime is shorter than the LO-phonon scattering rate, polarons will not form,

making LO-phonon scattering again the relevant mechanism. In between these

limits, the picture becomes cloudy and more detailed analysis such as a density

matrix method becomes necessary [62, 64] to account for more than two levels.

This chapter explores both LO-phonon scattering rates and polaron relaxation

rates, providing bounds on expected relaxation times in an example QCL design.

4.2 LO-phonon scattering

LO-phonon scattering is an inelastic scattering mechanism in which an electron

exchanges energy with the lattice, exciting a longitudinal-optical vibration mode.

Scattering with LO-phonons has long been known to be the dominant intersub-

band relaxation mechanism at higher temperatures for subband energy separa-

tions of more than a few meV [23, 24], below which acoustic phonons, impurity

scattering, or electron-electron scattering may dominate the overall rate.

LO-phonons have an almost flat dispersion relation at the momenta of interest

for intersubband transitions, yielding an extremely narrow linewidth. Since the

phonon modes within this range have significant momentum given by ~~q, where

~q is the phonon wavevector, it is possible for a momentum exchange to occur,

unlike in the case of optical transitions. For this reason, LO-phonon scattering

can induce transitions between subbands of separation �E 6= ~!LO, as explained

in Section 1.1.4. However, the interaction strength exhibits a 1/|q|2 dependence,

weaking transitions where large momentum transfer is required.
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4.2.1 Extension to Quantum Dots

Similar to optical transitions, we model LO-phonon scattering between confined

sublevels using Fermi’s Golden Rule:

W ~q
i!f =

2⇡

~ |hf |H 0
~q|ii|2g(Ef � ~!LO) (4.1)

This equation gives us the rate at which the phonon mode of wavevector ~q

provides stimulated phonon emission inducing an electronic transition from initial

state i to final state f . The density of states g(Ei�~!LO) is the energy conserving

term, given by:

g(Ei � ~!LO) =
1

⇡

�

(Ef � Ei + ~!LO)2 + �2
(4.2)

where � is the energy broadening (HWHM) of the transition. � is not exactly

known, and so in this work realistic estimates are used. We have assumed the

LO-linewidth to be infinitely sharp, which is reasonable given the LO-phonon

decay time of 2-7 ps (<0.5 meV).

The perturbing Hamiltonian H 0
~q in Equation 4.1 is given by the Frohlich in-

teraction Hamiltonian [65]:

H 0
~q = ↵(~q)(ei~q·~rb~q + e�i~q·~rb†~q)

|↵(~q)|2 = ~!LO

2V
e2

q2

✓
1
✏1

� 1
✏dc

◆ (4.3)

where b†~q and b~q are the raising and lowering operators for the phonon mode

~q. At this point, the analysis deviates in form from that applied to optical

transitions because of the wavevector ~q. Optical wavevectors at the energies of

concern are far longer, such that momenta are approximated as zero, which yields
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the conservation of in-plane momentum rule for optical transitions, addressed in

Sections 1.1.1 and 2.3.3. For phonon interactions, the flat dispersion relation

makes the wavevector the crucial parameter in a scattering calculation.

Next, we consider only stimulated emission, eliminating the lowering-operator

term in Equation 4.3. We take the total intersublevel scattering rate to be the

sum of the rates stemming from all phonon modes in the cavity. In this work,

we use only bulk phonon modes. Confined modes have been explored in treating

quantum wells, but it was found that in this case the complicated interface modes

must also be taken into account, and that bulk modes alone provide a reasonable

approximation for scattering rates [12]. To sum over all phonon modes, we convert

to an integral:

Wi!f =
X

~q

W ~q
i!f =

R
~q
W ~q

i!fd
3~q

�3~q
=

V

(2⇡)3

Z

~q

W ~q
i!fd

3~q (4.4)

so that the total phonon scattering rate becomes:

Wi!f =
e2!LO

8⇡2

✓
1

✏1
� 1

✏dc

◆
g(Ei � ~!LO)

Z

~q

|Ai!f (~q)|2

q2
d3~q (4.5)

where

Ai!f (~q) = hf |e�i~q·~r|ii (4.6)

For three-dimensional states without separation of variables, evaluating Equa-

tion 4.5 is extremely computationally intensive because it is a six-dimensional

integral. However, with separation of variables the required number of matrix

elements Ai!f can be greatly reduced. With in-plane/z variable separation:

Ai!f (~q) = hfz|e�iqzz|izihf2D|e�i ~qk·~r|i2Di = Az
i!f (qz)A

2D
i!f (~qk) (4.7)
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so that Az
i!f and A2D

i!f can be computed independently, after which a simpler

three-dimensional integral over ~q is performed. Further, under cylindrical sym-

metry we can avoid the two-dimensional integral over ~qk to more easily compute

A2D
i!f (~qk). Taking wavefunctions of the form specified in Equation 2.16:

A2D
i!f (~qk) =

1

2⇡

Z 1

0

Z 2⇡

0

Rf (⇢)e
�imf�e�i ~qk·~⇢Ri(⇢)e

imi�d2~⇢ (4.8)

Next, we use the expansion of the plane wave e�i ~qk·~⇢ in terms of cylindrical

waves:

e�i ~qk·~⇢ =
+1X

n=�1
i�nJn(qk⇢)e

�in(��a) (4.9)

Inserting Equation 4.9 into 4.8, we see there is only a single term which does

not result in zero, n = mi � mf . This is a conservation of angular momentum

rule, which is useful after we have projected the plane-wave LO-phonons onto a

cylindrical wave basis. We then have the simpler one-dimensional integral:

|A2D
i!f (~qk)|2 =

✓Z 1

0

Rf (⇢)Ri(⇢)Jmf�mi
(qk⇢)⇢d⇢

◆2

= R2
i!f (4.10)

With this, the stimulated scattering rate becomes:

Wi!f =
e2!LO

4⇡

✓
1

✏1
� 1

✏dc

◆
g(Ei � ~!LO)

Z +1

�1

Z 1

0

|Az
i!f |2R2

i!f

q2
qkdqkdqz (4.11)

so that a six-dimensional integral has been simplified into three separate in-

tegrals of one-,one-, and two-dimensions. This is a significant improvement over

the case of only z/in-plane variable separation, where the integrals are one-,two-,

and three-dimensions.
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Analysis in this manner yields a single phonon scattering rate between two

sublevels which are considered to be an isolated two-level system. To compute an

overall relaxation rate between separate sublevel ladders, a weighted sum by the

Fermi distribution can be used, keeping the method consistent with the treatment

used for quantum wells [12]. This will be outlined and applied in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.2 Matrix Elements

To inspect matrix elements as a function of phonon wavevector, we apply the

method described in the previous section to scattering between sublevels in an

example QCL design. The lateral confinement is assumed to be hard-wall cylin-

drical. Two modules of the conduction band z-profile along with subband prob-

ability density functions and allowed energies at the appropriate bias are shown

in Figure 4.1. This is the simplest QCL design used, where only three states

per module are intended to take part in operation. The diagonal radiative tran-

sition occurs between state 3 and state 2, which is then depopulated by the

resonant-phonon transition down to the lower blue state 1. State 1 is the same

as the depopulation/injection state 4, which is held close to anticrossing with the

upper-radiative state 3. This type of design has been realized, although threshold

current rose steeply with temperature and it was limited to a heatsink temper-

ature of 121K, most likely due to the yellow state, which provides a parasitic

current channel [66] primarily via stimulated absorption from State 3. An equiv-

alent state exists in more typical designs as well, but the e↵ects are suppressed

by the decreased spatial overlap when more wells are incorporated.

Next, we suppose that lateral confinement is employed to such a degree that

the closest resonance with ELO between radiative sublevels requires a lateral tran-

sition from m = ±1 to m = 0. In GaAs, for a radiative transition of 18.1 meV as
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Figure 4.1: A Two-Well Resonant-Phonon QCL design in GaAs / Al 0.15 Ga 0.85

As. Well thicknesses are 21ML, 59ML; Barrier thicknesses are 26ML, 10 ML.

(1ML = 2.825 Å). Designed operation frequency = 18.1 meV = 4.37 THz.

shown in Figure 4.1, this resonance would occur at a radius of approximately 17

nm. In employing a phonon bottleneck, the strategy would be to avoid resonance

for all sublevel transitions so that phonon scattering is maximally suppressed,

although these closest-to-resonant transitions are still the most important con-

tribution to the decay rate and are relevant to the calculation of polaron decay,

which is discussed later.

Figure 4.2 shows the matrix elements |Ai!f |2 and R2
i!f for such a transition.

The horizontal axes are provided in di↵erent scales: in the z-direction we con-

sider the interaction as a function of 2⇡/qz, the wavelength of variation in the

z-direction, while in-plane we consider interaction as a function of qk in units

⇡/R, which is the number of wavelengths per diameter. These units provide us

with an easy physical picture in each dimension.

For the radiative transition, we see that in the z-direction, there is a strong in-

teraction with phonons having wavelengths of ⇠ (9 nm,15nm,41nm). These could
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Figure 4.2: Matrix elements |Az
i!f |2 and R2

i!f between radiative sublevels.

be identified as momentum-conserving wavevectors by inspecting the wavefunc-

tions in momentum space, but the wavelengths give an intuition of what these

modes look like with respect to the structure. In the in-plane direction, we see

that the phonons interacting most strongly with the transition have approxi-

mately one full-wavelength variation over the diameter, which indicates that con-

fined and interface modes could be an important correction to the bulk modes

that we use here.

The same plot for the nonradiative transition 5 ! 4 is shown in Figure 4.3.

In this case, |Ai!f |2 exhibits two closely-spaced peaks in the tens of nm, while

R2
i!f is taken between the m = 0 state and itself, and so has a maximum at zero-

wavevector. This is intuitive, since the in-plane state is not changing. However,

significant wavevectors do extend above one wavelength per diameter. When

assessing transitions between sublevels, it is always important to ensure that

su�cient range and resolution in ~q is used.
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Figure 4.3: Matrix elements |Az
i!f |2 and R2

i!f between non-radiative sublevels.

4.2.3 Radial Dependence in a Circularly Confined QCL

The overall scattering rate from a single sublevel is taken as the sum of the scat-

tering rates from that sublevel to any other sublevel. Then an overall relaxation

rate between subbands or sublevel ladders can be computed by an average of

these rates, weighted by the occupations:

Wi!f =

P
ni

P
nf

Wi,ni!f,nf
exp(�Eni

/kBT )

P
ni

exp(�Eni
/kBT )

(4.12)

where i and f are the initial and final subband indeces, and ni and nf are

the sublevel indeces within the initial and final subbands. This equation ignores

intrasubband scattering, as it does not contribute to the overall intersubband

scattering rate. Also, the Boltzmann distribution has been used for simplicity,

although the Fermi distribution can be substituted if considered necessary.

Figure 4.4 shows the intersublevel LO-phonon scattering rates in the QCL de-
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Figure 4.4: Intersublevel LO-phonon scattering rates in a two-well QCL design.

(z-axis in seconds)

sign shown in Figure 4.1, assuming a confinement radius of 15nm. Any transition

linewidth � was assumed to be 5% of the total transition energy, and the figures

show rates between the first 20 sublevels, which at this radius correspond to lat-

eral energies up to approximately 250 meV. Between non-radiative subbands, we

see that the overall relaxation rate is dominated by transitions in which the lat-

eral state does not change; this is mainly due to conservation of energy because

the subbands are designed to be resonant with ELO. These transitions occur at

sub-ps time scales.

Between radiative subbands (separation ⇠ 18 meV), the fastest transition

rates occur with a reduction in in-plane energy. This is also due to conservation

of energy. The visible rates where the in-plane energy increases are actually

absorption processes, but are seen to have rates on the ns scale. At this radius,

many of the dominant rates are longer than 1 ps, which is due to both detuning

of the sublevel transitions from ELO, and the momentum transfers required for a

transition.
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Figure 4.5: Intersubband LO-phonon scattering rates as a function of confinement

radius in a two-well QCL design. (T=300K) (5 ! 4 and 3! 2 transitions)

Equation 4.12 is applied in Figure 4.5 to compute the overall LO-phonon

scattering rates between subbands as a function of radius. The non-radiative

transition rate decreases slightly with radius, which can be mainly attributed to

the larger values of |~q| involved as higher in-plane states are considered. Between

radiative subbands, the phonon bottleneck e↵ect is seen for confinement radii

below 15nm, where scattering is suppressed to the 10ps time-scale. However, the

exact numbers are dependent on the value of � chosen, and so these results are

best interpreted qualitatively.

4.2.4 Classical Convergence

Figure 4.6 demonstrates the convergence of this model to the classical case as

R ! 1. For simplicity, in this calculation the z-wavefunctions are taken to be

simple infinite quantum well states where the energy separation is above ELO, at

45 meV. Lateral confinement remains cylindrical, and transition linewidths are

still assumed to be 5% of the total transition energy. To avoid summing over all
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Figure 4.6: Demonstration of classical convergence for the LO-phonon scattering

model.

rate combinations, we assume a temperature of 0K so that only the first sublevel

in the upper subband need be considered. The bulk rate was computed following

the analysis in [12]. The red lines denote radii where a resonance between the

ground state in the upper subband and a state in the lower subband is expected

to occur:

R2 =
~2

2m⇤�
(a2m,nr

� a20,0) (4.13)

where � is the detuning of the subband energy separation from ELO. The

exact value of convergence may be slightly dependent on the value of � chosen and

the method (percent of transition energy vs. fixed value) but typically provides

convergence to bulk behavior within a factor of 2.
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4.3 Polaron Decay

As explained in the beginning of this chapter, there is much theoretical and exper-

imental evidence for the formation of polarons in two-level quantum dot systems.

When this occurs, the LO-phonon scattering time cannot be considered the re-

laxation time because the confined phonon becomes coupled to the electron such

that a Rabi-type oscillation is observed in the electronic state. The relaxation

time is then dominated by the decay rate of the LO-phonon component of the

coupled state.

4.3.1 Theory and Mechanism

In presenting the theory behind polaron relaxation calculation, we follow the

analysis in [67]. In a two-level system of electronic states  e and  g, the polaron

state involving a phonon of mode k is expressed as:

 (t) = a(t)e�iEet| e;nki+
X

k

bk(t)e
�iEgt| g; (n+ 1)ki (4.14)

The sum in the ground state part of the state exists because the electron is

coupled to all phonon modes at once. Assigning a decay rate �k to the k-mode

LO-phonon, the coupled-mode equations for the coe�cients a(t) and b(t) are:

da(t)

dt
= �i

X

k

gke
i�tbk(t) (4.15)

dbk(t)

dt
= �ig⇤ke

�i�ta(t)� �kbk(t) (4.16)

where � is the detuning of the electronic transition from the LO-phonon en-

ergy and gk is a coupling strength, given by the matrix element between electronic
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Figure 4.7: Time-dependent probability of the excited state in a quantum box

system due to decay of confined optical phonons. Figure from Ref. [67]

wavefunctions and the Frohlic interaction Hamiltonian given in Equation 4.3. An

exact analytical solution for the time-dependent probability of the excited elec-

tronic state P (t) = |a(t)|2 can be derived, and is shown in Figure 4.7 [67]. For

this computation, the electronic wavefunctions are the ground and first excited

states in a GaAs quantum box with dimensions chosen to yield detunings above

the LO-phonon energy of � = 0 meV and � = 8.23 meV.

The top portion of Figure 4.7 shows the oscillation of probability at resonance

with the LO-phonon energy. The oscillation minimum is at zero, and the envelope

decreases quasi-exponentially due to the LO-phonon decay. In the lower part of

the figure we see that detuning the transition from the LO-phonon energy reduces

the amplitude of the probability oscillation, such that without decay b(t) 6= 0 for

any t. However, with the decay term included the probability does approach 0

at a longer time scale. In both cases, the actual decay is not exactly exponential
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in time, but an approximation can be made to yield a decay time of:

⌧ 0 =
1

��
p

2(R�X)
(4.17)

where R ⌘
p
X2 + Y 2, X ⌘ g2 + (�2 � �2)/4, Y ⌘ ��/2, g ⌘

P
k

g2k,

and � is taken to be the decay rate of an LO-phonon at the given temperature

(7 ps at 0K, 2.5 ps at 300K). In this analysis we use � = �(ELO), although

there is good evidence for a significant dependence of � on �. This is due to

the energy dependence of the density of phonon states in the various channels

(LA,TA+TA,LA+TA, etc.) and the dominant decay mechanism. Further dis-

cussion can be found in [68, 69].

4.3.2 Radial Dependence in a Circularly Confined QCL

Luckily, the matrix elements g2 between sublevels in the example QCL design

from Figure 4.1 have already been computed in the LO-phonon emission decay

rates (g2 = ~Wi!f/(2⇡g(Ei � ~!LO))). Using these matrix elements, and per-

forming a weighted sum identical in form to that given in Equation 4.12, the

overall polaron relaxation rate at 300K was computed as a function of confine-

ment radius and is shown in Figure 4.8.

For radii where an initial sublevel might have multiple phonon-resonances

with other sublevels, this view of the problem is phenomenological and would

have to be verified by a more complicated density-matrix approach. However,

it still provides qualitative insight, especially on the radius at which suppressed

polaron relaxation can be expected. Again in the case of polaron relaxation, we

see that for confinement radii less than 15nm the relaxation rate is siginificantly

slower between radiative subbands, even at the temperature of 300K. Between
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Figure 4.8: Intersubband polaron relaxation rates as a function of confinement

radius in a two-well QCL design. (T=300K)

non-radiative subbands, an interesting feature of the polaron decay time is that

it decreases with radius, unlike the LO-phonon scattering time.

4.4 Estimation of the Ideal Radius for a THz QCL

Conservative estimates where transition linewidths were assumed to be 5% of

the transition energies yielded bounds on the relaxation rate between 10ps (scat-

tering) and 50ps (polaron decay) for the radiative transition, and between 0.1ps

(scattering) and 1.5 ps (polaron decay) for the non-radiative transition. Using

a simple rate-equation model where the populations of states 3, 4, and 1 are

assumed to be equal and additional rates W36 and W62 are incorporated to take

into account the parasitic channel, the population ratio N3/N2 becomes:

N3

N2
=

W21

W32 +W36
(4.18)

A value for W36 was calculated in [66], yielding n�1
LO ⇤ 0.55 ps for a subband
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occupied with electron temperature Te = 200K, where nLO is the Bose-Einstein

occupation number of the LO-phonon mode. The same scattering rate for nLO

at 300K (0.33) yields a rate of 1.67ps. Since a laterally confined design would

attempt to increase this time, we take W36 = 0.88 ps as a worst-case scenario,

yielding N3/N2 = 14.3 in the phonon-scattering model. In the polaron relaxation

model we simply have N3/N2 = 33.3, assuming W36 >> W62 so that polaron

formation and decay prevents parasitic leakage. Another scenario we can imagine

is that in which polaron formation slows the depoulation rate W21 while LO-

phonon scattering is relevant to W32 due to a short lower state lifetime. This

yields a value of N3/N2 = 6.7. Although approximations, these numbers provide

good indication that employing lateral confinement is a viable route to higher

temperature operation in such a QCL, especially if the parasitic leakage channel

can be suppressed as well.

Whether the true relaxation rate is given by LO-phonon scattering, polaron

relaxation, or something in between, both models suggest that a radius of 15nm

or less is su�cient for an enhanced radiative lifetime at higher temperatures in

the given QCL design. This number varies with material, mainly because of

the dependence of the laterally-confined energies on the e↵ective mass, but also

because of the di↵erences in the z-wavefunctions due to varying the band o↵sets.

Neglecting the latter, we assume that the lateral energies in a similar design would

be targeted to stay constant regardless of the material system. Using Equation

2.9, the e↵ective-mass dependence on the ideal radius Rideal is then:

Rideal /
r

1

m⇤ (4.19)

Another typical material system for nanowire heterostructure growth is InAs/InP,

or InAs/InAsP In the well material, InAs, the e↵ective mass is m⇤
InAs = 0.023m0,
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while in the barrier the e↵ective mass can be as high as m⇤
InP = 0.08m0. This

large of a di↵erence in e↵ective mass has implications on the bandstructure and

the validity of using separation of variables, but nonetheless we assume the overall

e↵ective mass to be that in the well. Using Equation 4.19, Rideal ⇡ 25 nm in the

InAs/InP system. A spatial average of the e↵ective mass by the probability den-

sities would reduce this number, but counteracting this the smaller LO-phonon

energy of 29 meV in InAs would allow for a looser confinement.

The ideal radius is also dependent on the designed operating frequency. Since

the advantage to lateral confinement is primarily in suppressing non-radiative

scattering between the radiative subbands, we estimate the dependence as given

by holding the transition energy �E + E21 constant, where �E is the subband

energy separation and E21 is the lateral ground to first-excited state energy di↵er-

ence. Under a phonon bottleneck design, this will most likely be the most preva-

lent scattering transition and is therefore the most important to avoid. Again

using Equation 2.9, the radius at a given subband separation can be extrapolated

from one previously known:

1

R2(nm)2
=

1

R1(nm)2
+
�E1 ��E2

E
(1nm)
21

(4.20)

where

E
(1nm)
21 =

~2(a21,0 � a20,0)

2m⇤R2
(4.21)

is the lateral ground to first-excited state energy di↵erence at a confinement

radius of 1nm. (5.017 eV in GaAs, 14.614 eV in InAs). This relationship is used

to extrapolate the ideal radius as a function of operation frequency in both the

GaAs and InAs material systems, and is shown in Figure 4.9. We see that the
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Figure 4.9: Ideal radii extrapolated from the calculated result of 15nm for

4.37THz operation in GaAs.

required radius does increase slightly with frequency over the THz range, but

that a significantly larger radius is allowable in InAs.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

Basic methods have been set forth to predict bandstructure, optical transition

rates, electromagnetic properties, and phonon-induced relaxation rates in semi-

conductor nanowire heterostructures. These methods were then applied to a

specific QCL design, yielding the result that high-temperature performance may

indeed be possible using nanowire radii of approximately 15nm, the exact number

depending on the material system and operation frequency. These dimensions are

already feasible in growth technologies. Results from rigorous simulation and a

mid-infrared transmission spectroscopy measurement indicated that the chosen

e↵ective medium theories are valid, at least in the case of dielectric nanowire

permittivity.

The next logical extensions to the modeling component of this work would

be to implement more detailed bandstructure calculation methods such as an

energy-dependent e↵ective mass or even k.P simulations, and to implement a

more sophisticated transport model such as a larger coupled rate-equation sys-

tem, a density-matrix calculation, or a Monte Carlo simulation. Although such

calculations would further aid the design of a quantum-dot intraband device, the

more immediate goal in this work is experimental verification on the viability of

using semiconductor nanowires for intraband optoelectronics. First steps include

photocurrent spectroscopy of an intraband excitation from a quantum dot, in-

frared transmission measurements to extract absorption, and electrical transport
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measurements of quantization phenomena such as resonant tunneling. Appropri-

ate experimental setups have been developed alongside the work in this thesis,

with the transmission setup detailed in Chapter 3.
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